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ABSTRACT
Datacenters, vast warehouses containing millions of servers that run the internet
and the cloud, have experienced double digit growth for almost two decades. Datacen-
ters cost hundreds of millions of dollars, with the largest now exceeding over a billion
dollars each, and consume enormous amounts of power–over 2% of all electricity in
the US and projected to increase up to 10% by 2030.
The impact of such high compute density, with thousands of individual compute
nodes packed together in a small space, is heat: every watt of power used by servers
must be removed from the datacenter. This requires active cooling: air cooling is
by far the most common with an air conditioner or other form of heat exchanger
cooling air in the datacenter room then transporting heat outside the facility to heat
exchanger or similar fixture. Such a system is simple, common, and functional, but
inherently inefficient due to the nature of datacenter workloads.
Datacenters primarily server user facing workloads, that is: the user requests a
search or sends and email and their query prompts load in the datacenter. The query
is handled locally, on a relative geographic scale, to provide a low response time and
positive user experience. This necessitates globally distributed datacenter capacity,
but also creates a diurnal load pattern whereby datacenters are most heavily loaded
during the peak hours when users in their region of service are awake and active
online versus the off hours when users are offline or asleep and query requests are
low. Because datacenter infrastructure must be provisioned for peak load, servers,
power distribution, and cooling infrastructure is significantly underutilized most of
x
the time.
This dissertation investigates the cooling needs of datacenters, and proposes to
decouple the work and cooling needs. Specifically, we hypothesize that by storing
thermal energy we can reshape the thermal profile of a datacenter to better bal-
ance cooling load throughout the day. We call this technique Thermal Time Shifting
(TTS). First, we discuss how phase change materials (PCMs) enable TTS and eval-
uate the potential use scenarios of placing a small amount of PCM inside of servers
for thermal energy storage. Next we dive deeper into the potential of thermal energy
storage and propose Virtual Melting Temperatures (VMT), a technique that uses
active job placement to control the melting and cooling of PCM to enable a much
greater degree of control over the behavior of the thermal profile. Finally we propose
and evaluate Thermal Gradient Transfer (TGT), a technique that uses direct water
cooling to move heat straight from CPUs and GPUs to the wax for wider applicability




Modern datacenters are enormous, and growing. The largest currently consume
over 200 MW of power [121, 40], and this class of ”hyperscale” datacenters is ex-
pected to double to nearly 500 by 2020 [54] and cost over a billion dollars each [84].
Datacenters globally are notoriously inefficient [120] and expected to produce 3% of
all greenhouse gas emissions by 2030 [8].
Within these datacenters, work is primarily driven by user load resulting in a
diurnal cycle [14]. During the day, when users are awake and active, load is high and
during the night when users are asleep the opposite is true. This creates to periods
of operation–the ”peak hours” and the ”off hours”–and due to the nature of these
user-facing workloads, most computation cannot be moved from one period to the
other nor from one geographic region to another due to latency constraints (the time
from when a user requests content over the internet to when that content arrives back
ready for use).
This creates an inherent inefficiency: although all infrastructure (servers, power
distribution cooling, etc.) must be sized for the peak load, it spends over half the
significantly under utilized. This dual mode complicates the efficiency and cost, as
a system designer must attempt to optimize both across both modes of operation.
Cost and efficiency becomes even more complicated as the designer must also consider
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total cost of ownership, including initial equipment costs (capital expenditure) as well
as power and ongoing maintainence (operating expenditure) throughout the lifetime
of every component of the datacenter, which naturally all have different lifespans:
servers are typically expected to last only 3-4 years while the cooling system and
building infrastructure may be expected to operate for up to 20 [14, 65]. This is a
vastly complex topic that cannot possibly be fully addressed in a single work.
In this dissertation, we focus on the problem of cooling large scale datacenters.
Specifically, we break the assumption that cooling must be done in the same time
frame as the work that produced it. The laws of thermodynamic are fixed, as far as we
know, and so while more efficient processors produce less the heat the drive tocompute
more data has created an increasing total power and power density in datacenters that
must be removed to prevent overheating and/or thermal downclocking. However, by
storing this energy we are able to delay when the heat must be removed.
In this work we propose, investigate, and project the the use of phase change
materials to store thermal energy over multi-hour time periods to enable datacenters
to move cooling work from the peak hours to off hours, enabling significant benefits
from cooling undersubscription and cost savings.
1.1 Motivation
1.1.1 Thermal Time Shifting
Increasingly, a significant portion of the world’s computation and storage is con-
centrated in the cloud, where it takes place in large datacenters, also referred to
as ”warehouse-scale computers” (WSCs) [14]. One implication of this centralization
of the world’s computing infrastructure is that these datacenters consume massive
amounts of power and incur high capital and operating costs. Even small improve-
ments in the architecture of these systems can result in huge cost savings and/or
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reductions in energy usage that are visible on a national level [95, 65, 14, 83, 33, 82].
Due to the increasing computing density of these systems, a significant portion
of the initial capital expenditures and recurring operating expenditures are devoted
to cooling. To prevent high server failure, the cooling infrastructure must be provi-
sioned to handle the peak demand placed on the datacenter. The scale of cooling
infrastructure can cost over 8 million dollars [65], even if the datacenter only reaches
peak utilization for a fraction of a load cycle. The cooling system also may become
inadequate as servers are upgraded or replaced and the thermal characteristics of the
datacenter change.
To mitigate these challenges, we propose the use of phase change materials (PCMs)
to temporarily store the heat generated by the servers and other equipment during
peak load, and release the heat when we have excess cooling capacity. The advan-
tages of this approach may not be immediately obvious, because heat is not being
eliminated, it is only stored temporarily then released at a later time. However, the
key insight of this work is that the ability to store heat allows us to shape the thermal
behavior of the datacenter, releasing the heat only when it is advantageous to do so.
1.1.2 Virtual Melting Temperature
The unprecedented growth of web and cloud services over the last decade spurred
an enormous investment in datacenters, also called ”warehouse-scale computers”
(WSCs) [14]. With the largest datacenter facilities consuming over 200 MW of power
each [121, 40] and costing over a billion US dollars to build [84], datacenters repre-
sent a huge investment not only in server equipment but also in power, connectivity,
facilities, and cooling infrastructure.
In the United States alone, datacenters consumed over 2% of all electrical power
generated in 2014 [120, 77]. Extensive prior work investigates how to build more
energy efficient processors and remove heat from the processors and servers better [13,
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5, 79, 69, 131, 61, 132], but relatively little research has been published on how to
maximize utilization and efficiency while minimizing cost to remove this heat from a
datacenter facility.
In even a modestly sized datacenter the cooling system cost can exceed hundreds of
thousands of dollars per MW of critical power, with large datacenters spending tens of
millions in capital costs plus millions more per year in operating expenses to power and
maintain the cooling system [65]. Datacenter cooling capital expenses in 2015 alone
totaled more than $2.58 billion and are expected to exceed $6 billion by 2023 [1]. Prior
work investigating server and datacenter cooling techniques demonstrate efficiency
improvements [24, 58, 91], but cannot address the growing cost problem due to a
critical assumption: that work and heat are coupled so that all of the heat must be
removed at the same time the work is done.
In this chapter of the dissertation, we investigate ways to break this coupling
and temporally separate heat produced from work done in a datacenter. We present
two keys ideas: Thermal Time Shifting, the use of phase change materials to store
heat until cooling capacity is available, and Virtual Melting Temperature, the active
management of workload placement to create a more desireable thermal footprint for
thermal energy storeage.
1.1.3 Thermal Gradient Transfer
Datacenters have been growing in size and number at an exponential rate over the
last two decades, driven by the explosive growth of internet and cloud services [14]. As
new workloads such as intelligent personal assistants (IPAs), eg. Amazon’s Alexa and
Apple’s Siri, and other algorithms driven by machine learning become more common,
the need for compute resources is only expected to grow, further increasing the rate
of datacenter growth [49].
By 2030, datacenters globally are expected to consume just shy of 3,000 TWh of
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electricity annually [8] while global electricity demand is forecasted to reach 30,000 TWh [3].
That is, by 2030 as other energy sectors push for energy efficiency and the IT sec-
tor continues to grow, datacenters are expected to consume nearly 10% of the total
electricity generated globally.
As the first order effects of this growth became apparent in recent years, much
work has been dedicated to accelerators [88, 4, 22] and other techniques to reduce
total energy consumption [13, 79, 16, 18, 15]. However, energy consumption continues
to grow and this has significant second order effects on an area that has received
significantly less study: datacenter cooling.
In addition to servers that perform work and an electrical distribution network to
power the servers, every datacenter needs a cooling system to remove heat generated.
These cooling systems are very large and costing, costing millions of dollars for large
facilities [65] and although high efficiency cooling systems usually save money in the
long term, the initial cost of more efficient systems is typically higher [11]. As a result,
and despite recent improvements, most datacenter cooling systems are still not very
efficient, consuming on average around 40% and sometimes up to 60% or more of
total datacenter power [10].
Thermal time shifting (TTS) [116] proposes to reduce the cost of datacenter cool-
ing systems by temporally decoupling work done in a datacenter from the load on the
cooling system in that datacenter. TTS leverages the diurnal cycle created by user
facing traffic (such as web search queries, social media interaction, etc.): during the
day, when users in a datacenter’s service region are awake and active, load is high and
load is much lower during the late night and early morning when users are not active
online. During the peak hours of the day, TTS stores excess heat in a phase change
material (PCM) such as paraffin wax and releases it during the off hours to better
balance the cooling load, thus enabling a smaller cooling system by overprovisioning.
However, TTS faces a severe limitation: in order to enable the phase change,
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the PCM must be placed to maximize the swing from high temperatures during the
peak hours to low temperatures during the off hours. In the datacenter this has meant
placing the PCM inside of the servers directly behind the CPU where the temperature
gradient is highest, but as a result the quantity of wax (and thus quantity of heat
that can be shifted) is severely limited [116].
In this chapter of the dissertation, we investigate how direct water cooling can
be used to transport heat straight from the CPU and other high power components
to wax at a distance, removing the need for wax to be physically located inside of
servers. This not only lowers the upfront costs of direct liquid cooling, which is much
more energy efficient than air cooling, but also enables thermal energy storage in
servers with GPU accelerators and other designs without extra air space leveraged in
the earlier chapters.
1.2 Decoupling Work and Heat
1.2.1 Thermal Time Shifting: Leveraging Phase Change Materials in
Warehouse-Scale Computers
Thermal time shifting is illustrated in Figure 1.1. This figure presents a diurnal
pattern with a peak utilization and heat output during the middle of the day (7 AM
to 7 PM). If we were able to cap heat output during the peak hours and time shift the
energy until we have excess thermal capacity in the off hours, we can maintain the
same level of server utilization using a cheaper cooling system with a much smaller
cooling capacity.
This PCM-enabled thermal time shifting allows us to significantly reduce capital
expenses, as we can now provision the cooling infrastructure for a significantly lower
peak demand. Prior work on power shifting using batteries [65, 43] demonstrates the
ability to produce a flat power demand in the face of uneven diurnal power peaks.
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Figure 1.1: Thermal time shifting using PCM
However, the power for the cooling still peaks with the workload. This work allows
the cooling power to also be flattened, placing a tighter cap on total datacenter power.
Alternatively, we can use PCM to pack more computational capacity into the
warehouse of an existing datacenter with a given cooling infrastructure without adding
cooling capacity– this better amortizes the fixed infrastructure costs of the entire
datacenter. Furthermore, given a load pattern such as the one in Figure 1.1, the
ability to shift cooling demands from peak hours to the night time would allow us to
take advantage of lower electricity rates during the night, or even leverage free cooling
in regions with low ambient temperatures [41, 32, 126, 43, 73].
Despite the numerous advantages of PCM-enabled thermal time shifting, a number
of important research challenges needed to be addressed to fully exploit its advantages:
1. We need an adequate simulation methodology and infrastructure to study the
PCM design space. To directly deploy PCM at a datacenter scale for design
space exploration would be cost-prohibitive.
2. We need to investigate the trade-offs of various PCMs and identify the material
that fits best in the datacenter environment. No prior work has studied PCM-
enabled computation on this scale before, and selecting the correct PCM is
critical to maximize impact while minimizing total cost of ownership (TCO).
3. We need to investigate suitable design strategies for integrating PCM in thou-
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sands of servers. Modern commodity servers are designed with excess cooling
and interior space to allow for many applications, but there are ways to leverage
this reconfigurability to enhance PCM performance.
4. We need to quantify the potential cost savings of using PCM. Datacenter cooling
systems are very expensive, and even a small reduction can save hundreds of
thousands or millions of dollars.
1.2.2 Virtual Melting Temperature: Managing Server Load with Phase
Change Materials
Thermal time shifting (TTS) [116] decouples work and heat by storing excess heat
in a phase changing material (PCM) and removing that heat at a later time. TTS
with PCM works by placing a quantity of PCM downwind from the CPU sockets in
a rack mounted server. During the peak hours (mid-day through the evening) when
users are online and load is high, the PCM melts absorbing heat to reduce the thermal
output of the datacenter. Then during the off hours (late night and early morning)
when most users are asleep, load is low, and extra cooling capacity is available, the
PCM refreezes and the stored thermal energy is released.
A reduced peak cooling load has two major advantages: the datacenter can employ
a smaller cooling system while still meeting the computational demands of peak load,
or the same datacenter can run more and/or hotter servers under the same cooling
budget. Both benefits can save hundreds of thousands of dollars per year or millions
of dollars in capital expenses [116], however it is not a universal solution.
While TTS implemented with commercial grade paraffin wax can be both ther-
mally effective and cost effective (approximately $1,000 per ton [116]), it has key
limitations. Most of these limitations stem from the fact that the optimal melting
temperature for a datacenter depends on many factors, from ambient temperature,
to workload, to power and delivery limits. All of these can change from installation
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to installation, from season to season, or even from day to day. This is problematic
because:
1. Commercial-grade paraffin can only be purchased within a limited range of
melting temperatures, typically 40-60 ◦C, however if a melting temperature
outside of this range is needed molecularly pure n-paraffin options cost in excess
of $75,000 per ton.
2. Once installed, the wax melting temperature cannot be adjusted. On days when
the load does not cause wax to melt, there is no flattening of the diurnal cooling
load while on days when all the wax melts too soon, there is no reduction in
peak temperature and cooling load.
3. The power and temperature profile of a workload often changes over the multi-
year lifetime of a server. As the power profile changes, the ideal (or required)
melting temperature can also change to necessitate new wax or leave the range
of commercial wax melting temperatures entirely.
In all three cases, deploying wax in the servers provides little to no benefit and
TTS is a passive system that cannot adapt.
In this dissertation, we propose a new adaptable technique called Virtual Melting
Temperature (VMT) to handle workload power mixtures that TTS alone is unable
to cool. VMT does so in such a way that it induces melting of the PCM (and thus
heat redistribution) at load and average temperature levels that are (configurably)
different than would happen with TTS, thus mimicking the operation of wax with a
melting point that is different than the physical melting point of the deployed wax.
This is accomplished by rebalancing the load to raise temperatures in some of the
servers above the PCM’s melting temperature and storing energy in select servers,
with the benefits of reduced cooling load and reduced power. Strategically employing
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VMT enables fine-grained control of wax melting and cooling, allowing VMT to reduce
the peak cooling load when TTS cannot.
1.2.3 Thermal Gradient Transportation: Liquid Enhanced Heat Trans-
portation for Energy Storage with Phase Change Materials
In this dissertation, we propose Thermal Gradient Transportation (TGT), a method
to move the large temperature difference desired by TTS outside of the server to en-
able a much greater quantity of wax, and thus much greater thermal energy storage.
TGT works by leveraging server-level direct water cooling, a technique long proposed
to cool high power density systems [29, 142]. Server-level water cooling offers sig-
nificant power and energy efficiency benefits: total cooling power consumption has
been demonstrated as low as 3.5% of total power [58], 11x less power than typical air
cooled datacenters [10]. However despite the savings from reduced power costs, water
cooled servers have not been widely adopted in no small part due to the expense of
installing them [14, 94].
1.3 Summary of Contributions
1.3.1 Leveraging Phase Change Materials in Warehouse-Scale Computers
In this dissertation, we present the advantages of PCM on a datacenter scale.
1. We consider several PCMs for deployment in a datacenter, and select one for
further investigation.
2. We then perform a set of experiments with PCM on a real server, and validate
a simulator with these tests.
3. Using our validated simulator, we perform a scale out study of PCM on three
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different server configurations to predict the impact of PCM deployed in a dat-
acenter.
In an unconstrained datacenter, we find PCM enables a 12% reduction in peak
cooling utilization or the deployment of 14.6% more servers under the same thermal
budget. In a thermally constrained datacenter (e.g., more servers than the cooling
system can cool), we find PCM can increase peak throughput by up to 69% while
delaying the datacenter from reaching a thermal limit by over three hours.
1.3.2 Managing Server Load with Phase Change Materials
In this dissertation, we make the following contributions:
1. We introduce VMT, a method to manage the thermal properties of a PCM-
enabled datacenter by controlling workload placement. We introduce and dis-
cuss three workload placement algorithms to enable VMT, and select the most
promising two for further study.
2. We perform a scale out study of VMT with two algorithms, using a previously
verified simulation methodology to execute a design space exploration of VMT
on a cluster of 1,000 PCM-enabled servers. We examine two VMT algorithms
in a cluster running five different workloads, each with unique thermal charac-
teristics.
3. We quantify the impact of VMT at the cluster and datacenter levels, providing
useful discussion of how best to use VMT in a datacenter and quantifying the
potential benefits of VMT-enabled cooling oversubscription policies.
At the cluster level, we find that VMT can reduce the peak cooling load by 12.8%
even when the average thermal output of the the cluster is too low for TTS. At the
datacenter level VMT reduces the peak cooling load by up to 3.2 MW, allowing for up
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to 7,339 more servers under the same cooling budget or for the datacenter to operate
at full capacity with a smaller cooling system saving $2.6 million in scenarios where
TTS provides no measurable benefit.
1.3.3 Liquid Enhanced Heat Transportation for Energy Storage with
Phase Change Materials
In this dissertation, we show how energy storage can enable a datacenter to deploy
a significantly smaller cooling system that still meets the datacenter’s peak cooling
needs. Specifically, we make the following contributions:
1. Thermal Gradient Transportation (TGT): We introduce a new technique, TGT,
to store thermal energy in a PCM at a distance, thus greatly increasing the
quantity of thermal energy that can be stored.
2. Real world experiments: We conduct experiments on a real server, connecting a
water cooled server with a reservoir of paraffin wax to gain insights into single-
node performance and build a model for our scale out study.
3. Scale out simulation study: Using the knowledge from our real hardware tests,
we construct a scale out simulation model to evaluate TGT techniques at the
cluster scale for traditional datacenter workloads as well as new workloads such
as neural networks and IPAs running on a GPU.
In our scale out study, we show that TGT can reduce the peak cooling load of a
datacenter up to 1.97x more than prior work in this area. We also show that TGT can
reduce the peak cooling load up to 20% for datacenters with GPUs, an increasingly
common datacenter topology that TTS cannot service.
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CHAPTER II
Background and Related Work
In this Chapter, we consider related works to the subject matter of this disser-
tation. Prior work has investigated a wide range of chip and datacenter cooling
methods, including PCM for computational sprinting, batteries for power overprovi-
sioning, chilled water tanks for emergency cooling, and a variety of load balancing
schedules for workload allocation.
2.1 Thermal Time Shifting Related Work
The thermal energy storage potential of paraffin has previously been examined on
a small, single-chip scale for computational sprinting in [106, 105, 104] with promising
results. While that work uses PCM in small quantities to reshape the load without
impacting thermals, we take the opposite approach, using PCM to reshape the ther-
mal profile with minimal change to the load. Additionally, we study PCM deployment
on a datacenter scale to consider thermal time shifting over periods lasting several
hours, compared to seconds or fractions of seconds in the computational sprinting
approach.
When considering PCM deployment across thousands of servers, we find that some
of the techniques used in computational sprinting, such as the application of expen-
sive n-paraffin wax, are cost prohibitive on our scale. We also observe that while
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Raghavan, et al. [105] studied a metal mesh embedded in paraffin to improve ther-
mal conductivity, this potentially expensive measure is not necessary when melting
paraffin over the course of several hours and the melting speed can be sufficiently
improved by placing the paraffin in multiple containers to maximize surface area.
To reduce power infrastructure capital expenses in a datacenter, many authors
have investigated UPS batteries to make up the difference when load exceeds the
power distribution system power [65, 43, 44, 126, 45]. Our implementation of PCM
is complementary to UPS power oversubscription, and also inherently more efficient
than a UPS-only solution to oversubscribe cooling system power because while a
UPS-only system must first stores electricity in batteries then uses the batteries to
power the cooling system, PCM can store thermal energy directly and with negligible
loss.
Chilled water tanks for thermal energy storage is an active cooling solution con-
sidered by several authors [141, 140, 108, 39] to leverage the sensible heat of water
during peak demand or emergencies. Our PCM approach is a completely passive
thermal solution that is complementary to any active cooling solution (whether it
be forced air HVAC, chilled water, etc.), because our passive technique will always
reduce the peak demand placed on the active solution.
Comparing, in particular, to the chilled-water, active cooling solution of Zheng, et
al. [141], PCM-enabled thermal time shifting also has the advantage of no software,
power or infrastructure overhead to control and contain water that TE-Shave requires.
PCM requires no additional floor space or infrastructure because it is deployed inside
of the server and draws no additional power, unlike chilled water tanks that must
be deployed outdoors and cooled regularly, whether used or not, to compensate for
environmental losses.
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2.2 Virtual Melting Temperature Related Work
A number of works have proposed to leverage the thermal energy storage capacity
of PCMs in the computing domain. Computational sprinting [106, 105, 104, 107, 112]
proposes to place a small amount of PCM in contact with the CPU to enable brief
”sprints” of fast operation that exceed the safe sustained power levels, but is less
useful for datacenters where increased activity lasts for multiple hours at a time.
TTS proposes to use wax [116, 117] to passively reshape the thermal profile, but
cannot be widely deployed or adapted for many workload mixtures. Other work
related to TTS has proposed to use a PCM for emergency overprovisioning [57], and
to use an adversarial approach to mitigate conflict for shared resources in datacenters
with limited power and cooling utilities [31].
VMT uses a similar approach to TTS, but propose to accomplish the thermal
reshaping using both latent energy storage in wax as well as thermal aware job place-
ment to maximize stored energy. In contrast to TTS, which places wax in servers and
passively waits for conditions to be amenable to melt wax, TTS actively places jobs
to maximize thermal storage and peak cooling load reduction.
Prior work on load balancing [68, 6, 71, 98, 26, 19] used workload placement to
improve performance, energy consumption, and/or cooling efficiency. VMT imple-
ments workload placement to unbalance power consumption and thus temperatures
at the cluster level, however for many workloads these load balancing techniques may
still be useful to coordinate jobs within the hot and cold groups and to distribute hot
and cold servers spatially to balance load across multiple cooling systems.
Similarly, job consolidation has been considered in prior work to reduce power
consumption [127, 125, 81, 89, 9], however this approach requires extra server capacity
that may not be available during the peak hours. Job consolidation can be used
alongside VMT during the off hours, as long as jobs are not consolidated to a level
where they melt wax before the peak hours.
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Prior work in thermal aware job placement leverages spacial aware of hot and cold
spots in the datacenter to increase efficiency [87]. Tang et al. manage the inlet tem-
perature distribution and place jobs accordingly for maximum power efficiency [122],
and Xu et al. propose to relocate jobs between geographically dispersed datacenters
to maximize cooling efficiency [134, 135, 42, 74]. These are parallel or compatible
work with potential benefits when used alongside VMT.
Power over subscription is another area where prior work proposed to use batteries
to manage peak hours and/or power emergencies [65, 43, 44, 126, 45]. Most of these
leverage uninterruptible power supply (UPS) batteries already present in datacenters,
and their techniques complement VMT well as hot jobs both draw the most power
and release the most heat.
Prior work for thermal overprovisioning proposed to use a variety of sensible heat
storage mechanisms. Several works propose to use water tanks for thermal energy
storage as the thermal density of water is much greater than air, and the water may
be chilled during off hours to prepare for peak hour load [141, 140, 108, 39]. VMT is
not strictly applicable to techniques that rely on sensible energy storage, rather than
latent energy storage, but these techniques are compatible with VMT.
2.3 Thermal Gradient Transfer Related Work
The benefits of PCMs such as paraffin wax for thermal energy storage have been
considered for a number of applications related to electronics. Computational sprint-
ing [106, 105, 104, 112] proposed to use a very limited quantity of PCM to temporarily
exceed a chip’s cooling capabilities.
More recent work on TTS [116, 117, 118] has demonstrated the ability for a whole
datacenter to temporarily exceed its cooling ability through the use of commercial
paraffin wax deployed inside of servers. This technique is particularly limited, as
the space inside of servers is both small and becoming smaller as accelerators such
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as GPUs are added to datacenters. In this work, comparing the same servers and
workloads using TGT, we demonstrate a nearly 2x better reduction in the peak cooling
load compared to TTS [116] and the ability to handle GPU-equipped servers too.
Extensive prior work has shown the energy efficiency benefits water cooling at
the chip level in datacenters [25, 30, 29, 37, 46, 91, 142]. We build upon this body
of work, using their recommendations when designing our test system and scale out
study.
TGT is particularly amenable to warm water cooling proposed by Zimmermann
et al. [142], as largely temperature differences can melt wax more efficiently, however
as most of the energy is released at a lower temperature than it was initially captured
due to the phase change, the energy reuse scenarios proposed by Zimmermann et al.
are less efficient.
Perhaps the most direct comparison to TGT are chilled water and water ice tanks
for thermal energy storage [39, 108, 140, 141]. Zheng et al. [141] estimate the cost
of chilled water tanks to be $140 per kWh of storage, while ice takes cost around
$72 per kWh with a coefficient of performance (COP) of 5 decreasing to $40 and
$20, respectively, with a COP of 1.4. Commercial paraffin wax on the other hand, if
available in the right range of melting temperatures, costs approximately $18 per kWh
of energy storage for the wax alone [116] making it very competitive. Furthermore,
requires no additional electricity to pre-cool or pre-freeze the reservoir as water and
ice do, estimated at 1-5% of total energy storage capacity per day [140], even if the
energy storage capacity is not needed that particular day.
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CHAPTER III
Thermal Time Shifting: Leveraging Phase Change
Materials to Reduce Cooling Costs in
Warehouse-Scale Computers
Datacenters, or warehouse scale computers, are rapidly increasing in size and
power consumption. However, this growth comes at the cost of an increasing thermal
load that must be removed to prevent overheating and server failure.
In this chapter, we propose to use phase changing materials (PCM) to shape the
thermal load of a datacenter, absorbing and releasing heat when it is advantageous
to do so. We present and validate a methodology to study the impact of PCM on a
datacenter, and evaluate two important opportunities for cost savings. We find that
in a datacenter with full cooling system subscription, PCM can reduce the necessary
cooling system size by up to 12% without impacting peak throughput, or increase the
number of servers by up to 14.6% without increasing the cooling load. In a thermally
constrained setting, PCM can increase peak throughput up to 69% while delaying the
onset of thermal limits by over 3 hours.
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3.1 Integrating PCM in WSCs
To enable thermal time shifting, this work proposes to place a quantity of PCM
inside of each server, as shown in Figure 3.1. When the temperature rises above the
PCM’s ”melting threshold,” the PCM will melt and absorb energy until all of the
PCM is liquefied. Later, when the temperature drops below the threshold, the PCM
will re-solidify and release energy until the PCM is solid again.
Placing PCM directly in contact with a the heat spreader of a single processor is
beneficial for computational sprinting and other short-term cooling applications [106,
105, 104, 128], but we require a much greater quantity of PCM in a datacenter-sized
cooling system with a 24 hour thermal cycle [64, 82]. Placing PCM in the server
downwind of the processor sockets enables more PCM and still leverages the large
temperature difference between idle and loaded levels. Alternatives such as placing
PCM outside of the datacenter or adding a layer insulation in the walls and ceiling
(reducing the ability of heat to escape when ambient conditions are favorable) require
a infrastructure to move heat to the PCM and suffer a lower temperature differential
due to heat loss and mixing over the travel distance.
Thus, the advantages of our PCM-enabled system are simple: the PCM is en-
tirely passive. There is no power, software or floor space overhead to add PCM to a
datacenter, and minimum labor is needed after installation to achieve the potential
benefits.
3.1.1 Investigation of PCM Characteristics
A variety of PCM materials are available, but not all are suitable for the scale
or operating conditions of a datacenter. To evaluate the available PCMs, several key
properties need to be taken into account including the melting temperature, energy
density, stability, and cost.
Melting temperature is critical as it determines when our PCM absorbs and re-
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Figure 3.1: Integrating PCM in a WSC
Table 3.1: Properties of common solid-liquid PCMs.
PCM Melting Heat of Density Material Electrical Corrosivity
Temp. (◦C) Fusion (J/g) (g/ml) Stability Conductivity
Salt Hydates 25-70 240-250 1.5-2 Poor High Yes
Metal Alloys >300 High High Poor High No
Fatty Acids 16-75 150-220 0.8-1 Unknown Unknown Yes
n-Paraffins 6-65 230-250 0.7-0.8 Excellent Very Low No
Commercial Paraffins 40-60 200 0.7-0.8 Very Good Very Low No
leases significant amounts of heat. In a datacenter, we want the melting temperature
to fall between the peak and minimum load temperatures. Although the best melting
temperature must be determined based upon ambient temperatures where the PCM
is located, among other factors, the appropriate range is usually between 30 to 60 ◦C.
The energy density of the PCM defines how much energy it can store and is
proportional to the heat of fusion (melting energy) and density of the PCM in both
solid and liquid phases. A high energy density is desirable to maximize energy storage
using the small amount of space available inside of the server. We also need to consider
the corrosivity and electrical conductivity to contain a PCM and minimize damage
in case it leaks out of the enclosure.
PCM Comparison - Of the phase transformations presented by Pielichowska,
et al. [96], we find solid-liquid transformations to be promising for datacenter deploy-
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ment right now. Liquid-gas and solid-gas have a much lower density in the gaseous
state that reduces the energy storage density, and make PCM containment much more
difficult. Solid-solid PCMs are attractive with a potentially high heat of fusion, low
thermal expansion, and low risk of spillage; however, the solid-solid PCMs considered
for energy storage by Pielichowska, et al.[96] undergo the phase change outside of
acceptable datacenter temperatures, exhibit poor material stability in as few as 100
cycles of melting and resolidifying, possess a low energy density, or would be cost
prohibitive in a datacenter at this time.
In Table 3.1 we compare five types of solid-liquid PCMs. Of the five, salt hydrates
and metal alloys both have a high energy density but poor stability over repeated
phase changes. The typical melting temperature of the metal alloys is much too high
for datacenter use, and salt hydrates and fatty acids are both corrosive [96, 113, 47,
53].
We find that paraffin waxes are the most promising of the PCMs available right
now. Paraffins typically have a low density but a good heat of fusion, are non-corrosive
and don’t conduct electricity. Paraffin is also highly stable, with negligible deviation
from the initial heat of fusion after more than 1,000 melting cycles [96]. Paraffin wax
is typically available in two forms: molecular pure n-paraffin (eicosane, tridecane,
tetradecane, etc.) and commercial grade paraffin. Eicosane, previously studied for
computational sprinting [105], has promising material properties including a high heat
of fusion (247 J/g) and an appropriate melting temperature of 36.6 ◦C. However, we
conclude that it is cost prohibitive to deploy at large volume in a datacenter. Sigma-
Aldritch R© quoted the mass production price of eicosane n-paraffin at $75,000 per ton.
Even in a relatively small datacenter the cost of equipping every server with eicosane
would be over a million dollars in wax costs alone.
Commercial grade paraffin is a less refined wax consisting of a mixture of paraffin
molecules. It has a slightly lower heat of fusion (200 J/g), but is much less expensive
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than eicosane. As of August 2014, quotes for bulk commercial grade paraffin with
melting temperatures ranging between 40 and 60 ◦C were typically $1,000 to $2,000
per ton on Alibaba.com R© [90]: 50x cheaper for 20% lower energy per gram compared
to eicosane, which we deem as a reasonable trade-off.
3.2 Modeling and Model Validation
The lack of experimental infrastructure and simulation methodology is a major
challenge for conducting an investigation on PCM-enabled thermal time shifting. In
this section, we introduce our infrastructure to simulate paraffin wax inside of a
server. We integrate PCM modeling within a computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulation for server layout using ANSYS R© Icepak. To validate our PCM modeling,
we rely on a series of measurements taken using a small quantity of paraffin inside
of a real server and compare our model against those real server results. Modeling
heat and airflow at this level is critical for two reasons. First, we need to accurately
model heat exchange between the components, the air, and the wax. Second, our
wax enclosures disrupt the airflow of the server and can have negative effect on heat
removal if placed incorrectly.
3.2.1 Test System Configuration
We perform extensive benchmarking of a Lenovo R© RD330 server to accurately
model the server in Icepak and validate the model of PCM in Icepak. Our RD330
(Figure 3.2) is a 1U server with two sockets, each populated by a 6-core Intel R© Sandy
Bridge Xeon R© CPU clocked at 2.4 GHz with Intel TurboBoost turned off. The server
has 144 GB of RAM in 10 DDR3 DIMM sticks, a 1 TB 2.5” hard drive, and a single
power supply unit rated at 80% efficiency idle and 90% efficiency under load. The
server has six 17W fans, and runs Ubuntu R© 12.04 LTS server edition. For the PCM,
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Figure 3.2: RD330 Server with major components labeled
melting temperature at 39 ◦C.
3.2.2 Experimental Methodology
Accurate measurement is critical for creating an accurate model. To acquire
accurate ground-truth measurement, we design several experiments and use a number
of tools to measure server power, temperatures at various points, and PCM’s impact
on temperatures. To measure total system power at the wall, we use a Watts Up
Pro R© USB R© power meter. We measure internal temperatures in the server with a set
of TEMPer1 USB temperature sensors. We also use the Intel Power Governor tool
to measure the socket, core, and DRAM power in real time.
To measure the effect of a small amount of PCM in the system, we fill a sealed
aluminum container with 90 ml (70 grams) of paraffin wax and leave an extra 10 ml
of airspace to account for paraffin expansion and contraction. The aluminum box was
placed in the rear of the server, downwind of CPU 1 and three TEMPer1 sensors were
inserted to record temperatures near the box and server outlet. We also conducted
a series of trials with the same aluminum box empty of wax (filled only with air) in
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the same location in the server as a placebo to further validate our model as well as
separate the thermal effects of the PCM and airflow impact of the box on the server.
We perform multiple trials with and without wax where we subject the server
to 60 minutes of idle time, followed by 12 hours under heavy load (one instance of
SPEC R© h264 per logical thread) to heat the server up until temperatures stabilize,
and then 12 hours at idle again to measure the server cooling down.
We observe that the total system power doubles from 90 W idle to 185 W fully
loaded. CPU power increased by 7.7x from 6 W idle to 46 W per socket under load.
Package temperature, as reported by the chip’s internal sensors, rose from 42 ◦C idle
to 76 ◦C under load.
3.2.3 Modeling Server and PCM in Icepak
To simulate the effects of wax in our server, we construct a model of our server
in the computational fluid dynamic simulator ANSYS Icepak. From front to rear, we
model the hard drive, DVD drive and front panel as a pair of block heat sources. The
fans are modeled as a time-based step function between the idle and loaded speeds.
Each DRAM module is modeled independently, but memory accesses are approxi-
mated as uniform to evenly distribute power across all of the modules. The PSU is
modeled in the rear of the server enclosure, and all other heat sources (motherboard,
LEDs, I/O, etc.) are lumped together with the CPU sockets.
3.2.4 Model Validation
In Figure 3.3 (a) and (b), we highlight the heating up and cooling down traces of
average temperatures near the server outlet. We see a strong correlation between the
real measurements and Icepak simulation measurements for the trace, and observe the
wax reduces temperatures for two hours while the wax melts (absorbing heat), and
afterwards increases temperatures for two hours while the wax freezes again (releasing
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Figure 3.3: Model validation. Transient traces while heating up (a) and cooling off
(b), and steady state while hot (c) comparison of temperatures around
the wax in the real server and our Icepak model.
heat).
In Figure 3.3 (c), we compare steady state temperatures measured from USB
sensors on the real server to temperatures measured from the same locations on the
Icepak model while both were fully loaded (between hours 6 and 12). We observe
a mean difference of 0.22 ◦C between the real measurements and Icepak simulation
measurements on the loaded server.
3.3 Methodology
In this section, we introduce our methodology and candidate machines for a scale
out study on PCM datacenters. We examine three homogeneous datacenters each
provisioned with a different type of machine, shown in Figure 3.4. First, we consider
a deployment of low power servers using the same 1U commodity server validated
in Section 3.2. Second, we consider a high-throughput deployment consisting of 2U
commodity servers similar to the Sun R© Server X4470 with four 8-core Intel Xeon







Figure 3.4: Three servers considered in the scale out study, each targeting a different
end of the spectrum.
Figure 3.5: 1U low power server modeled in Icepak, with 1.2 liters of wax (gold).
blades with two 6-core Xeon CPUs each. We evaluate each datacenter using real
workload traces from Google R©, and present the results in Section 5.4.
3.3.1 Servers
1U Commodity Server - The Lenovo RD330 we validated is a low power, 1U
commodity server with an estimated cost of $2,000 for our configuration. To increase
available space inside of the server, we replace the PCIe R© risers and unnecessary
RAID card (there is only one HDD in the server) with PCM. We conduct a series of
experiments in Icepak blocking airflow with a uniform grille downwind of the CPU
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Figure 3.6: Server temperatures as airflow through each server is blocked. CPU tem-
peratures in the 1U server (a) rise less than 2 ◦C below 50 %, and begin
to rise quicker thereafter. Temperatures in the 2U server (b) are stable
below 60 % quickly rise to unsafe rise to unsafe levels above 70 % ob-
structed airflow. Temperatures in the Open Compute server (c) rise to
unsafe levels as soon as almost any airflow is obstructed.
heat sinks, shown in Figure 3.6 (a). In these experiments, we maintain a constant
frequency and power consumption to maintain parity across configurations. From 0%
(no air blocked) up to 90% of air flow blocked, we observe a 14 ◦C increase in air
temperatures at the outlet, and at no time do the CPU temperatures reach unsafe
levels.
We model the addition of 1.2 liters of wax inside of aluminum boxes as shown in
Figure 3.5 blocking 70% of airflow downwind of the CPUs. We could have increased
the amount of wax (blocking further airflow), but found it was better to leave sufficient
space between the boxes and edges of the server, thus maximizing surface area in
contact with moving air in order to speed melting.
2U Commodity Server - The Sun X4470 is a high-throughput commodity
server with up to four Intel E7-4800 processors. We model the server with four 8-core
processors and 32 GB of RAM in two DDR3 DIMM packages per socket. In a 2U
form factor we can fit up to 20 servers per rack and we estimate peak server power at
500 W per server after the PSU. Based on suggested retail prices, we estimate total
cost to be $7,000 per server.
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Figure 3.7: 2U high-throughput server with four CPU sockets, modeled in Icepak
with 4 liters of wax (gold).
We model the 2U commodity server in Icepak in Figure 3.7. From front (left) to
rear (right), air is pulled in through a series of fans, passes over the RAM, through
the CPU heat sinks, past vacant PCIe card slots and out the rear of the server. The
PCIe slots are present in the commodity server, but in our configuration they are not
utilized so we leverage the free airspace to add wax into the server.
In Figure 3.6 (b) we plot temperature in the server as air is blocked by a uniform
grille. When less than 50% of the air flow through our 2U commodity server is
blocked we observe an almost negligible impact on outlet and CPU temperatures
while at above 50% the temperature increases exponentially.
To add wax to our server without dangerously raising temperatures, we choose
to add 4 one liter aluminum boxes filled with wax (colored gold in Figure 3.7) and
maintain sufficient unfilled space to account for thermal expansion. These boxes block
69% of airflow through the server, increasing the outlet and CPU temperatures (with
empty boxes) by less than 6 ◦C.
Open Compute Blade Server - The published production Microsoft Open
Compute server is a 1U, sub-half-width blade with two sockets each containing a
6-core Intel Xeon processor and 64 GB of RAM in two DDR3 DIMM packages per
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(a)  (b)  (c)
Figure 3.8: Microsoft Open Compute server, modeled in Icepak from prior work [102]
(a), with air flow inhibitors replaced with wax containers (b), and Open
Compute reconfigured with 1.5 liters of wax. (c).
socket. Two solid state drives (SSDs) connected via PCIe provide primary data
storage, while four 3.5” 2 TB hard drives are present for redundancy. Each quarter-
height Open Compute chassis fits 24 blades and has a total of six fans that draw air
out the rear of the servers at less than 200 linear feet per minute at the rear of the
blade. The peak power consumption for any single blade is limited to 300 W before
the PSU, and the air temperature behind Socket 2 was measured at 68 ◦C. We model
the idle power at be 100 W and active power at no more than 300 W. Based on
current (August 2014) market trends we estimate cost per blade to be $4,000 [102].
We model the Open Compute server in Icepak based upon published dimensions
and specifications for the form factor, CPUs, hard drives, and motherboard [102,
114, 115, 70], and estimate dimensions and power ratings for the SSDs based on the
Fusion-io enterprise product line [35]. As with the commodity servers, additional heat
sources in the Open Compute blade are lumped together with the CPUs. We do not
model the volume or power requirements of the Catapult FPGA board [102].
In Figure 3.8, we present three Icepak models of the Open Compute configurations.
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Figure 3.8 (a) shows the production Open Compute configuration. We observe that
even in a densely populated server like Open Compute, there is still useful space
available where we can add wax without impacting airflow: along the sides of either
CPU, plastic inserts (black) block air from traveling around the CPU heat sinks. In
Figure 3.8 (b), we replace these blocks with 0.5 liters of wax in sealed aluminum
containers.
The temperature gradient necessary to melt and cool wax in the server is created
primarily by the CPUs, so wax is only useful if placed behind the CPUs. To increase
the wax capacity, we consider an alternate configuration where we switch the CPU
location with that of the SSDs to increase the downwind volume. We then consider a
possible future Open Compute design where the redundant HDDs have been replaced
with a second set of SSDs to achieve 1.5 liters of wax as shown in Figure 3.8 (c) without
increasing the air flow blockage versus the production blade.
In Figure 3.6 (c), we study blocking additional airflow to add more than 1.5 liters
of wax. (The outlet temperature is measured higher than CPU temperature due to
the thermal output of the four enterprise class PCIe SSDs, which can exceed 85 ◦C
even with proper cooling [137].) We observe that the already high outlet temperature
and CPU temperatures increase exponentially as soon as any blockage is placed in
the Open Compute blade, outweighing the benefits that any more wax would add.
3.3.2 Google Workload
We use a two day workload trace from Google [65, 123] to evaluate the effects of
wax on our three datacenter server configurations. The workload we consider has three
different job types: Web Search, Social Networking (Orkut R©) and MapReduce from
November 17th through November 18th, 2010. This data was acquired as described
by Kontorinis, et al. [65], and normalized for a 50% average load and 95% peak load
for a cluster of 1008 servers of each configuration. After 2011, Google changed the
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Figure 3.9: Two day datacenter workload trace from Google, normalized to peak
throughput.
TCO = (FacilitySpaceCapEx + UPSCapEx + PowerInfraCapEx
+ CoolingInfraCapEx + RestCapEx) + DCInterest+
(ServerCapEx + WaxCapEx) + ServerInterest + (DatacenterOpEx
+ ServerEnergyOpEx + ServerPowerOpEx + CoolingEnergyOpEx
+ RestOpex)
(3.1)
format of its transparency report so newer data is unavailable.
To model traffic and datacenter throughput, we use DCSim, a traffic-based sim-
ulator from prior work [65]. DCSim is an event-based simulator that models job
arrival, load balancing, and work completion for the input job distribution traces at
the server, rack, and cluster levels, then extrapolates the cluster model out for the
whole datacenter. We use a round robin load balancing scheme, and extend DCSim
to model thermal time shifting with PCM using wax melting characteristics derived
from extensive Icepak simulations of each server.
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Table 3.2: Parameters used to model TCO. (Dollars per watt refers to dollars per
watt of datacenter critical power.)
Description TCO/month Unit















We base our total cost of ownership (TCO) after Kontorinis, et al., modifying the
model for our datacenter and server configurations, and add the interest calculation
from Barroso, et al. (Table 3.2 and Equation 3.1) [65, 14]. To calculate the total
savings from PCM, we consider the TCO without wax and subtract the TCO with wax
for a single cluster of 1008 servers and extrapolate out to the size of the datacenter.
To best evaluate the TCO savings enabled by PCM, we consider the cooling infras-
tructure and the electricity cost of the cooling system separately from the datacenter
operating expenditure (DatacenterOpEx). These two terms are important to our
evaluation because they isolate the overall efficiency of the thermal-control system
(including CRAC, cooling tower, and the PCM addition). We assume a linear re-
lationship between the cost of cooling infrastructure and the peak cooling load the
cooling system can handle. The electricity cost OpEx of the cooling system repre-
sents the average efficiency of removing heat. In addition, we also include the cost of
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adding the wax and the wax containers into the server capital expenditure (Server-
CapEx), although the WaxCapEx is almost negligible representing less than 0.1% of
the ServerCapEx.
To calculate the TCO for each server configuration, we consider three datacenters
each with a critical power of 10 MW, the first filled with 55 clusters of 1U low power
servers, the second with 19 clusters of 2U high throughput servers and the third with
29 clusters of Open Compute blades. We assume a peak electricity cost of $0.13 per
kWh and an off-peak electricity cost of $0.08 per kWh [41].
3.4 Evaluation
In Section 3.2, we validated Icepak to simulate PCM in a server, and in Section 5.3,
we described our servers and workload for a scale out study of PCM. In this section,
we consider two potential use cases for PCM to reduce cooling load and increase
throughput.
First, in Section 3.4.1 we consider a datacenter with a fully subscribed cooling
system and evaluate how PCM can reduce the peak cooling load. This translates
to a smaller, less costly cooling system or alternatively providing cooling support
for more servers with the same cooling system. Next, in Section 3.4.2 we consider an
oversubscribed datacenter and show how PCM can increase the datacenter throughput
without surpassing the datacenter thermal threshold.
3.4.1 PCM to Reduce Cooling Load
We first consider a datacenter with a fully subscribed cooling system that can
remove the peak cooling load indefinitely. The cooling load of a datacenter is the
power that must be removed to maintain a constant temperature [17, 92], and allows
a direct comparison between different server, temperature, and datacenter configura-
tions. In Figure 3.10 (a-c), we plot the peak cluster cooling load for a cluster of 1008
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Peak Cooling Load Reduction
Figure 3.10: Cooling load per cluster over a two day Google trace in a datacenter
with a fully subscribed cooling system. PCM reduces peak cooling load
by 8.9 % in a cluster of low power 1U servers (a), 12 % in a cluster of
2U high throughput commodity servers (b), and by 8.3 % in a cluster of
high density Open Compute servers (c).
of each test server without and with wax.
In this model, we assume all of the wax has a conservative heat of fusion of 200
J/g, and selected the melting temperature to minimize cooling load. The range of
melting temperature available in commercial grade paraffin allows us to select one
with an optimal melting threshold to reduce the peak cooling load of each cluster,
and the best melting temperature is determined on the shape and length of the load
trace: for the Google trace, we find that the best wax typically begins to melt when
a server exceeds 75% load and melts quickly thereafter.
As shown, we achieve an 8.3% reduction in peak cooling in the Open Compute
cluster, up to an 8.9% reduction in the cluster of 1U servers and 12% in the cluster
of 2U servers as the wax absorbs heat and melts.
When the server utilization and temperatures fall below the melting threshold, we
observe a period of time with increased cooling load higher than the placebo server
while the wax cools off, lasting between six and nine hours. As the cooling system is
operating below peak capacity during these times, there is sufficient cooling capacity
to completely resolidify before the end of a 24 hour cycle.
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With the peak cooling load safely reduced, we can then either decrease the size of
the cooling system without sacrificing throughput, or add servers and increase critical
power of the datacenter without increasing the size of the cooling system.
In a 10 MW datacenter, PCM allows us to install an 8.3% smaller cooling system in
a high density Open Compute datacenter, an 8.9% smaller system with 1U low power
servers, and a 12% smaller system with 2U high throughput servers. This translates
to estimated cost savings of $174,000, $187,000, and $254,000 per year, respectively,
on the cooling system and cooling power infrastructure. Here we observe that peak
load reduction and savings correlate to the quantity of wax: the more wax that is
added to a server, the greater the potential savings.
Alternatively, if instead of installing a smaller cooling system we use the excess
cooling capacity enabled by PCM to install more servers, we can add 2,770 (8.9%)
Open Compute blades, 4,940 (9.8%) more 1U low power servers or 2,920 (14.6%)
more 2U high throughput servers to a 10 MW datacenter without exceeding the peak
cooling load of the existing cooling system.
We evaluate the TCO savings created by oversubscribing the cooling system in a
retrofit scenario: the old servers in a 10 MW datacenter have reached the end of their
4 year lifespan but the cooling system still has 6 years of useful lifespan remaining
[65]. By adding PCM to a new deployment 1U, Open Compute, or 2U servers with an
oversubscribed cooling system, we save an estimated $3.0 million, $3.1 million, and
$3.2 million per year, respectively, over the cost of a new cooling system to achieve
the same throughput.
3.4.2 PCM to Increase Throughput
In this section, we consider an oversubscribed datacenter where the cooling system
is significantly smaller than the thermal output of the datacenter with all servers
active. Such circumstances can arise as old servers are replaced with new denser
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Figure 3.11: Google workload throughput normalized to peak throughput in a ther-
mally constrained datacenter. PCM increases peak throughput by 33 %
over 5.1 hours in the 1U server (a), 69 % over 3.1 hours in the 2U server
(b) and 34 % over 3.1 hours in the Open Compute server (c).
servers, or in a datacenter constructed with an oversubscribed cooling system to run
under peak power due to thread and cache contention issues, contention reducing
techniques [80, 67, 138, 136] that enable increased utilization through collocation
increase the cooling load unsustainable.
In this oversubscribed datacenter, thermal management techniques such as down-
clocking/DVFS or relocating work to other datacenters [75, 74, 76] must be applied
to prevent the datacenter from overheating.
In Figure 3.11, we plot the cluster throughput if the thermal limit did not exist
and downclocking is not imposed, the throughput without wax, and the throughput
with wax. In the trace without wax, downclocking to 1.6 GHz is imposed to prevent
the cluster from overheating and throughput is normalized to the peak throughput
while downclocked. Below the thermal limit, all three have the same throughput.
By adding PCM into the servers, we are able to maintain clock speeds and/or
utilization as the wax absorbs thermal energy and until the thermal capacity of the
wax is full. Once the wax is melted and can absorb no more energy downclocking or
job relocation must be applied to prevent the datacenter from overhearing, but wax
delays this by three to five hours.
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In the Open Compute cluster, PCM delays the onset of thermal constraints by
3.1 hours and we observe a 34% increase in peak throughput during that time. In
the 1U low power cluster, PCM delays thermal constraints by 5.1 hours with a 33%
increase in peak throughput, and in the 2U high throughput cluster PCM delays
thermal constraints by 3.1 hours and increases peak throughput by 69%.
To evaluate the impact of the increased throughput, we consider TCO efficiency:
the ratio of TCO with increased peak throughput from PCM to the TCO required to
achieve the same peak throughput without PCM. When thermal constraints lead to a
decrease in throughput, we would need additional machines at significant additional
cost to make up the difference. Thus an improvement without increasing the number
of machines can lead to significant TCO efficiency savings.
We model TCO using Equation 3.1 with the assumption that most CapEx–
including the facility space, power and the cooling infrastructure without PCM–are
linear to the critical capacity of a datacenter [14]. OpEx terms related to the servers
in Equation 3.1, such as server energy and cooling energy are proportional to the
increase in the throughput and thus increase with or without wax.
In the 10 MW datacenter consisting of 1U low power servers, PCM achieves a
TCO efficiency improvement of 23%, 39% in the 2U datacenter, and 24% in the high
density Open Compute datacenter.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we introduce thermal time shifting, the ability to reshape a thermal
load by storing and releasing energy when beneficial. We study paraffin wax, a phase
change material that we place inside a real server to demonstrate thermal time shifting
in a single server and validate a suite of software simulations we develop to study
thermal time shifting on the cluster and datacenter scales. We show that thermal time
shifting with a PCM can be used to reduce peak cooling load by up to 12% or increase
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the number of servers by up to 14.6% (5,300 additional servers) without increasing the
cooling load. In a thermally constrained datacenter, we demonstrate that PCM can
increase peak throughput by up to 69% while simultaneously postponing the onset
of thermally mandated throughput reduction by over three hours.
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CHAPTER IV
Virtual Melting Temperature: Managing Server
Load to Minimize Cooling Overhead with Phase
Change Materials
As the power density and power consumption of large scale datacenters continue
to grow, the challenges of removing heat from these datacenters and keeping them
cool is an increasingly urgent and costly. With the largest datacenters now exceeding
over 200 MW of power, the cooling systems that prevent overheating cost on the order
of tens of millions of dollars. Prior work proposed to deploy phase change materials
(PCM) and use Thermal Time Shifting (TTS) to reshape the thermal load of a
datacenter by storing heat during peak hours of high utilization and releasing it during
off hours when utilization is low, enabling a smaller cooling system to handle the same
peak load. The peak cooling load reduction enabled by TTS is greatly beneficial,
however TTS is a passive system that cannot handle many workload mixtures or
adapt to changing load or environmental characteristics.
In this work we propose VMT, a thermal aware job placement technique that
adds an active, tunable component to enable greater control over datacenter thermal
output. We propose two different job placement algorithms for VMT and perform
a scale out study of VMT in a simulated server cluster. We provide analysis of the
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use cases and trade-offs of each algorithm, and show that VMT reduces peak cooling
load by up to 12.8% to provide over two million dollars in cost savings when a smaller
cooling system is installed, or allows for over 7,000 additional servers to be added in
scenarios where TTS is ineffective.
4.1 Background– TTS
In user-facing workloads such as Web Search, work must be done in response to re-
quests placed by the user at the time the request is placed [85] unlike HPC workloads
or batch workloads that may be scheduled then executed at a later time [14, 139].
This quality of user facing workloads is responsible for the diurnal cycle: load is high
when users are awake and active, and low when they are not. Although the cumula-
tive service load may be distributed through time zones around the world in such a
way that flattens global peaks and troughs, latency considerations require a certain
amount of spacial locality that prevents completely arbitrary workload placement
with respect to geography [74].
This means that user facing work cannot be reassigned to a different time spot or
redistributed geographically to amortize the inefficiencies of a diurnal cycle. Given
the correlation between work, power, and heat that must be removed by the cooling
system (the cooling load), datacenters typically provisioned the cooling system for
peak load, resulting in a system that is fully utilized for only a small portion each day
and significantly underutilized the rest of the time (a problem that has only become
more pronounced as servers become more energy proportional [13]).
Prior work [116] showed that TTS can greatly reduce the peak cooling load of a
datacenter, providing significant cost savings by reducing the size of the cooling sys-
tem needed or providing cooling for thousands more servers under the same cooling
budget. This is particularly important as datacenters continue to grow because, while
the cooling system is an integral and critical part in the design of every datacenter,
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Figure 4.1: Thermal time shifting with PCM
the cooling system itself does not directly contribute towards revenue generation.
With cooling infrastructure costing millions of dollars for even modestly sized data-
centers [65] and consuming millions of MWh annually [120], working towards more
efficient and affordable cooling systems is of critical importance.
TTS proposes to place a small amount of PCM in each server in a datacenter
running primarily user-facing workloads. These types of workloads typically see a di-
urnal load pattern with a high peak during the afternoon/evening and a large trough
during the late night [14, 139], however a diurnal cycle is particularly problematic
for the cooling system because the system size must be provisioned for peak load
even though it spends most of the day running at levels considerably below the peak
(Figure 4.1). TTS addresses this by raising the minimum load and lowering the max-
imum load, increasing average utilization in an appropriately resized cooling system.
In the right configuration, TTS can accommodate the same load without overheating
or thermal downclocking.
To enable TTS, the PCM must have a melting temperature that lies between the
peak and trough such that during the peak hours wax melts and stores thermal energy,
and then during the off hours when the load is low the PCM solidifies and releases the
stored energy. The total amount of energy stored is proportional to the latent energy
of the PCM (the amount of energy absorbed during the phase transition), and how
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much PCM melts. The sensible heat (energy required to raise the temperature of the
PCM without a phase transition) also stores energy, but typically stores several times
less energy than the phase transition [116, 96, 113]. TTS does not inherently remove
heat or reduce the amount of heat that must removed from the datacenter.
TTS proposes to alter this paradigm, storing thermal energy at the peak and
releasing it during the off hours to flatten the cooling load. This enables two major
opportunities for cost savings. First, the cooling system in a datacenter may now be
sized for a reduced peak load, saving hundreds of thousands of dollars per year in
amortized TCO, or alternatively second: more servers with a higher peak power load
may be added to the same datacenter without increasing the peak cooling load and
saving millions of dollars over a new cooling system in a retrofit scenario [116].
However, a passive management system for TTS that only melts or cools wax at a
specific and set threshold [116] (the physical melting temperature of the wax) cannot
handle many mixtures of different workloads, especially as the types, prevalence and
power characteristics of these workloads change over the lifetime of the datacenter
and may change as frequently as day to day or hour to hour.
PCM Selection - Thermal energy storage can be accomplished with any PCM,
however not all PCMs are appropriate for deployment in a datacenter. Commercial
paraffin wax is particularly advantageous, not only because it is non-corrosive and
non-conductive in case of a leak, but also because it is cheap and available with a
range of melting temperatures typically between 40 and 60 ◦C. Molecular n-paraffins
can have lower melting temperatures, but are cost prohibitive to deploy in a datacen-
ter [116, 96, 113, 47].
Wax Placement - TTS proposes to place the wax directly inside of each server,
behind the CPU heat sinks occupying empty air space left available for expansion
card slots and other configuration options. Prior work demonstrated the benefits of
TTS in a variety of servers including low power and high throughput commodity
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servers as well as high density Microsoft Open Compute servers for workloads with
heterogeneous thermal profiles [116].
4.2 Virtual Melting Temperature
VMT actively manages workload placement to control the distribution of temper-
atures within the datacenter, raising the temperature in a subset of servers to melt
wax (and thus store heat) while lowering the temperature in other servers to reduce
the peak cooling load for the whole datacenter. This creates a ”virtual” melting tem-
perature where, although the average temperature is unable to melt wax, we initiate
melting in a subset of servers to benefit from heat storage. VMT gives the system or
operator active control over the melting and cooling cycles of wax in the datacenter.
Without VMT, the datacenter’s ability to target the best physical melting temper-
ature (the point at which temperature of the server is held stable while the material
melts) is relatively limited and, most importantly, remains constant for the life of
the server unless the wax is swapped out and replaced (labor intensive). VMT is a
technique that allows a datacenter to vary the apparent melting temperature in the
datacenter to melt wax even if it would not normally melt. With a diverse workload,
we can create thermal imbalance via job placement. With a homogeneous workload
we can do the same through load imbalance; for this work we assume the former.
VMT can also raise the melting temperature by locating hot jobs in a subset of
servers with already melted wax, preserving wax in anticipation of a very hot peak
still to come. However, the focus of this work is on reducing the melting point rather
than increasing it.
In this section we present two scheduling algorithms to enable virtual melting
temperature: a thermal aware algorithm that sorts and places jobs based upon their
thermal properties, and a wax aware algorithm that additionally reallocates jobs away
from fully melted servers.
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Figure 4.2: Thermal Aware VMT scheduling
4.2.1 VMT with Thermal Aware Job Placement
VMT with thermal aware job placement (VMT-TA) proposes to divide the cluster
into a hot group of servers and cold group, then schedule jobs with a hot thermal
profile in the hot group while jobs with a cold thermal profile are placed in the cold
group (Figure 4.2). (Note that hot group and cold group servers do not need to
physically clustered: they can be distributed throughout datacenter to maintain the
same cluster or DC-level temperature distributions.)
Jobs are placed into either the hot group or the cold group based on the thermal
profile of the workload they belong to: if a server filled with only a single workload
can melt significant wax over a peak load cycle, regardless of whether the jobs can be
colocated with itself enough times to do so as long as they could be collocated with
other hot jobs, the workload is considered hot and VMT will attempt to located these
jobs together in the hot group. Otherwise, the workload is labeled cold and VMT
attempts to place jobs in the cold group.
In such a configuration, the hot group can melt wax even if the mean temperature
within all of the servers or mean temperature with round robin/non-thermal-aware
scheduling is not high enough to melt wax.
To calculate the number of servers placed in the hot group, VMT-TA uses a ratio
of the user-set Grouping Value (GV) divided by the Physical Melting Temperature
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(PMT) of the wax in the following formula:
hot group size =
GV
PMT
× num servers (4.1)
Where num servers is the number of servers in the cluster and hot group size is
the number of servers in the hot group.
There is not a general solution that maps the GV to a Virtual Melting Temperature
(VMT) because such a mapping depends on the PMT as well as the workload power
profile and workload mixture, however a mapping can be experimentally derived for
a given combination. In Section 4.4.1 we show a GV to VMT mapping for our test
datacenter.
After calculating the hot group size, the cold group is simply composed of the
remaining servers:
cold group size = num servers− hot group (4.2)
To implement VMT-TA, workload types are first classified as hot jobs or cold
jobs based upon thermal characteristics. This can be done using on-package thermal
sensors and/or power sensors or models (e.g. Intel RAPL). Once deployed, hot jobs
are placed in the hot group of servers while cold jobs are placed in the cold group .
Within each group, jobs are distributed evenly among the servers. Here care
must be taken to ensure each group is large enough to support the peak load for
its respective subset of workloads else individual queries must be dropped or queued
causing QoS degredation. This can be handled by dynamically adjusting the VMT
to modify the group sizes or by allowing jobs to be scheduled to the other group if
one group fills up.
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Figure 4.3: Wax Aware VMT scheduling
4.2.2 VMT with Wax Aware Job Placement
Last, we propose VMT with wax aware job placement (VMT-WA). Where VMT-
TA has no mechanism to handle all of the wax in the hot group melting early, VMT-
WA monitors the melted state of the wax and automatically increases the size of the
hot group if all of the wax melts before the end of the load peak.
At its simplest, VMT-WA schedules just like VMT-TA until wax on a server in
the hot group is fully melted. Unlike VMT-TA, once the wax is fully melted in a
server VMT-WA moves a server from the cold group to the hot group, maintains just
enough load on the melted servers to keep the wax melted, and moves the additional
load to the newly added server to continue melting wax (Figure 4.3). A detailed
description of the algorithm follows.
VMT-WA begins by calculating the size of the hot and cold groups using Equa-
tion 4.1, the same as VMT-TA, however the group sizes are dynamically updated as
wax melts and cools.
Periodically, the cluster scheduler updates the size of the hot and cold groups by
scanning the amount of wax melted on each server. The scheduler compares each
server against the Wax Threshold, the fraction of the wax melted above which the
server is considered completely melted, and adds each server above the threshold to
a list of fully melted servers. After counting the number of servers in this list, servers
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are removed from the cold group and added to the hot group based upon current load
trends. During each update, the scheduler restarts from the minimum hot group size
(Equation 4.1) and adds servers in order. To the extent possible, we do not transition
servers from the hot group to the cold group during the peak because cooling a melted
server releases heat.
When placing individual jobs, the scheduler considers the job’s thermal classifica-
tion (the same as VMT-TA) but does not strictly place the job in the corresponding
server group. For hot jobs, the scheduler first attempts to schedule the job in the hot
group by considering a subset of servers in the hot group that are currently below
a certain amount of wax melted (the wax threshold) or are below the wax melting
temperature. Placing a hot job on either such server will attempt to melt more wax
or keep already molten wax melted (both advantageous for reducing cooling load).
If there are no hot group servers meeting these characteristics (possible with sud-
den spikes in load), then servers are added to the hot group from the cold group
sequentially until the hot group includes a server that is below the wax threshold or
melting temperature. In the event that no such servers exist (a corner case where all
servers are added to the hot group) then the job is scheduled on any server below the
melted threshold or, barring that, any remaining servers.
To place a cold job, the scheduler first attempts to place the job in the cold group.
If the job cannot be placed in the cold group (as may occur when the hot group grows),
the scheduler attempts to place the job on a server in the hot group that is already
above the melted threshold and melting temperature to minimize thermal impact. If
the job cannot be placed in these servers either, then the job is placed into one of the
remaining hot group servers.
This ordering of scheduling policies will only fail to schedule a job in the case
where a thermally unconstrained datacenter would also run out of computational
space, so we do not model that case.
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Figure 4.4: Test server with 4.0 liters of wax (light blue) behind the CPUs
VMT-WA requires knowledge of the current melted state of wax in servers in the
cluster to adjust the size of the hot group properly. A single temperature sensor on the
exterior of the wax container can tell us when the wax starts melting or freezing, then
we add a light weight model of current wax state running on each server. The model
uses the CPU power consumption and temperature sensors already in the server to
estimate the current state of the wax based upon a lookup table [117].
4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 Datacenter Architecture
We consider a datacenter running a Google-style suite of workloads: all are user
facing with different latency requirements that, with modern contention reduction
techniques [80, 67, 136], allow for collocation on the same servers. Within the data-
center, servers are divided into homogeneous clusters and job scheduling is performed
at the cluster level. In Section 5.4 we perform a number of cluster-level scale out
studies on a cluster of 1,000 servers (with some parameter sweeps performed with
100 servers to reduce total compute time). To perform a datacenter-level TCO anal-
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ysis, we consider many clusters summing to a critical power of 25 MW, just shy of
the 27.25 MW median critical power for large scale datacenter reported by Ghiasi et
al [40].
We provision the datacenter with 2U high throughput servers (Figure 4.4), based
upon the internal layout of a Sun Fire X4470 server but populated with 4x Xeon
E7-4809 v4 CPUs. In this form factor, this corresponds to approximately 20 servers
per rack and 50 racks per cluster. Each server has a peak power consumption of
500 W, and an idle power consumption of 100 W. Per core power consumption is
approximated using a linear model [65].
Based upon computational fluid dynamics (CFD) design space exploration, this
server can hold 4.0 liters of wax without exceeding CPU thermal limits [116]. The
wax in each server is commercial paraffin wax with a melting temperature of 35.7 ◦C,
the lowest commercially available temperature [90].
The paraffin wax is divided between four aluminum containers that contain the
wax when molten and provide surface area contact for heat transfer from the air to
the wax. Even though the paraffin wax has a melting temperature of 35.7 ◦C, the
lowest of a commercially available paraffin wax, for many workload compositions this
is not low enough to melt wax even at peak load due to the thermal characteristics
of the datacenter and the workloads.
Each server in the cluster maintains its own model of the state of the wax inside
of it [117]. We update the model once per minute based upon load and temperatures
in the last minute, and report the wax state to the cluster level scheduler when it
is updated. Running only once per minute, the update process provides a negligible
impact on server and network performance.
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4.3.2 Workloads
We consider a cluster of servers inside of datacenter running 5 different workloads
(Table 4.1). All of the workloads can be co-located within the same server, however
they are assigned separate physical cores and never share simultaneous multithreading
(SMT) contexts to reduce the complexity of contention mitigation techniques.
Of the five workloads two are user-facing, latency critical workloads that demand
immediate responses back from the server: Web Search and Data Caching. These
workloads have strict QoS requirements on the order of milliseconds or microseconds.
The other three workloads perform user-facing functions that demands a degree
of QoS (that is, they are not batch jobs that can be scheduled hours later) but are not
as strict as web search and data caching. Video Encoding, e.g. for Youtube, Virus
Scanning files, e.g. for uploading files to Google Drive, and Clustering, e.g. for web
advertisements, demand computation be near when the action is initiated to ensure
benefit (responsive file downloads, relevant ads, etc.) but a runtime difference on the
order of seconds will not greatly reduce the user experience. On these workloads,
we consider a datacenter running contention mitigation techniques [80, 67, 136] that
allow a small performance penalty to ensure that the latency critical workloads meet
their QoS requirements.
To enable sorting and placement using VMT, jobs are classified as either a ’hot’
or ’cold’ based upon whether their power and temperature profile would enable them
to melt significant wax if run in isolation.
Web Search - We consider the CloudSuite 2.0 Web Search benchmark [34].
Web Search shards queries to multiple servers, each holding a portion of the index,
and returns the results based upon the users query. Using power profiling of Web
Search [129], we classify it as a hot job for VMT.
Data Caching - For Data Caching, we consider the CloudSuite 2.0 implementa-
tion using the Memcached server framework to meet the demands of a social media
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Table 4.1: Workloads considered for scaleout study (power is normalized to a single
8 core Xeon E7-4809 v4 CPU; each server contains four CPUs).
Workload CPU Power VMT Class
WebSearch 37.2 W hot
DataCaching 13.5 W cold
VideoEncoding 60.9 W hot
VirusScan 3.4 W cold
Clustering 59.5 W hot
service [34]. The Memcached server must respond in real-time to user requests, per-
forming a number of memory operations on large sets of data. With relatively low
CPU power consumption [129], VMT classifies data caching as a cold job.
Video Encoding (h264) - We consider the SPEC 2006 implementation of h264
video encoding [50]. Video media uploaded to video sharing sites such as Youtube
are re-encoded to several different file sizes [21] before users can share or view the
video. As such, although this is not a batch job where the host provider can leave
the user waiting potentially several hours until the encoding can be scheduled during
off hours [139], a small delay of seconds or even minutes for longer videos is tolerable.
Based upon power measurements of h264 Video Encoding [116], we classify video
encoding as a hot job for VMT.
Virus Scanning - Files uploaded to a file host like Google Drive are scanned
for viruses before they are shared, converted or downloaded [2]. We consider a virus
scanner [129] running on freshly uploaded files. Similarly, these are not latency crit-
ical but cannot be delayed for batch job scheduling. Based upon power profiling of
VirusScan [129], virus scanning is classified as a cold job for VMT.
Clustering - Clustering is commonly used to deliver ads targeted ads based
upon user actions on the web [23]. This is a computationally intensive task with
some leeway for contention mitigation, but the sooner it can finish then the sooner
relevant ads can be delivered to the end user [23]. This makes batch job scheduling
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possible but not ideal in many cases. Based upon power profiling [78], we classify
clustering as a hot job for VMT.
4.3.2.1 Workload Migration
If a job cannot be migrated at all and load cannot be redirected to a different host
then VMT cannot be used, however this is a relatively rare case.
Of the diverse workloads we consider, all can be migrated or reallocated but some
are more portable than others. Virus Scanning and Video Encoding, for example, are
very portable with data requirements dominated by the incoming files to be scanned
or encoded. Web Search on the other hand requires a large amount of data that is not
very portable, however multiple copies of the data are already distributed throughout
the datacenter to enhance query speed and redundancy [12]. This allows a degree of
flexibility in job placement without requiring data migration that VMT exploits.
4.3.3 Workload Colocation and Interference
In Figure 4.5, we consider latency scaling with load and cores for mixtures of
Web Search and Data Caching servers from the Cloudsuite 3.0 benchmark suite [34]
running on a 6 core E5-2420 CPU with Turbo Boost turned off. All jobs are scheduled
on separate cores and have sufficient main memory to prevent swapping to disk but
still may interfere in the last level cache and memory bandwidth. No contention
reduction techniques are applied during this test. Data Caching RPS per server core
was fixed at was 45k when collocated with Web Search, while Web Search clients per
server core was fixed at 37.5 when collocated with Data Caching.
For Data Caching, we observe that that at very low loads, when QoS targets
are most often met, 6 cores running together provides the best latency. Similarly
at high latencies when QoS targets are violated 6 cores once again provides slightly
better average QoS, however in the middle range for Data Caching a mixture provides
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Figure 4.5: Latency scaling with load and cores for Web Search and Data Caching
colocated on a Xeon server, without contention reduction techniques.
Caching contention is within an acceptable range when colocated ver-
sus not, and Web Search exhibits behavior that can be managed using
previously studied contention mitigation techniques.
similar or better performance than homogeneous workloads as the memory resources
are split between memory intensive data caching and more compute intensive web
search. Given that the total load must meet QoS with all cores allocated to one
workload at load, (thus dividing peak resource utilization approximately even by the
number of cores), we assert that the high latency sensitive workloads will be able to
coexist in general with other high latency sensitive workloads. Corner cases that may
arise (e.sg. specific cache thrashing access patterns) can be mitigated by dynamic
management and recompilation techniques [80, 67, 136] or allocated to non-VMT-
enabled servers.
For Web Search, we observe decreased performance across the whole range of
clients per core. Here, it is important to observe that even with 6 cores running only
Web Search the clients per core are limited by QoS targets to return data to the
user. As these are compute heavy workloads and sufficient memory bandwidth was
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3 Year Server Reliability
Round Robin VMT
Figure 4.6: Server reliability for round robin versus VMT-WA when 20% of servers
are rotated each month (3 months in the hot group, 2 months in the cold
group). After 3 years, the cumulative failure rate for VMT-WA is 0.4%
higher than for RR.
available with 6 cores, the slowdown is likely caused by cache interference which can
be mitigated by BubbleUp and Protean Code [80, 67].
4.3.4 Server Reliability
The impact of thermal wear on computer and server components has been exten-
sively studied [99, 111, 28]. Using VMT, servers in the hot group experience higher
average utilization and the temperature of many components increases relative to
a round robin or coolest first scheduler (thus exhibiting a higher failure rate) while
servers in the cold group experience the opposite.
To ensure even wear leveling across components, servers should therefore be ro-
tated between the hot group and cold group regularly [7, 119, 36, 20]. In Figure 4.6,
we plot the 6 month and 36 month (3 year) cumulative failure rates using a RR
scheduler and a VMT-WA scheduler.
To model the failure rate, we first begin with a 70,000 mean time before failure
(MTBF) at 30 ◦C based on numbers from Intel [55]. We scale this reliability using
the rule of thumb that a 10 ◦C increase in temperature doubles the failure rate of
components [93, 28] to adjust the rate of failure to the temperatures in our test
datacenter.
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Figure 4.7: Two day load trace (cumulative for 100 servers)
We then assume a 20% rotation per month, where each server spends two months
in the cold group and three months in the hot group based upon our breakdown of
workloads. After 3 years [14], the cumulative failure rate of all servers for VMT-WA
is only 0.6% higher than for round robin.
4.3.5 Simulation Infrastructure
We perform our scale out simulation using DCsim [65], an event-driven simulator
to model a cluster of 1,000 servers. The wax model for the server is based upon real
hardware measurements to validate a CFD model of a test server [116], and then the
CFD result is used to derive model parameters for DCsim. (CFD is more accurate,
but computationally infeasible to solve at the granularity needed to evaluate VMT in
a cluster-level scale out study.) The cluster results from DCsim are then multiplied
linearly to calculate the effects of VMT workload placement policies on the datacenter
level.
We use a two day trace of datacenter load from Google [123], normalized using a
similar procedure to Kontorinis et al. [65]. The total load is divided between our five
workloads, providing a roughly 60-40 split between hot jobs and cold jobs (Figure 4.7).
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The load pattern on these two days, up to 95% server utilization, represent the worst
case days for the the cooling system. Servers are usually provisioned such that peak
daily load is much lower than the total capacity [14], resulting in server and cooling
capacity that is underutilized. We consider atypically high day-to-day utilization
over two days to realistically stress the cooling system and VMT algorithms in our
evaluation.
4.3.6 TCO Model
To quantify the cost-saving benefits of VMT, we consider the TCO of the cooling
system in a datacenter. When constructing a datacenter, the age of non-IT infras-
tructure (facilities, cooling, power distribution, etc.) is typically expected to outlast
the IT infrastructure (servers, networking equipment, etc.).
To estimate lifetimes, costs and benefits we adapt the TCO calculations from
Kontorinis et al. [65] to our datacenter. They use a 10 year linear depreciation for
non-IT infrastructure including the cooling system, and a 4 year depreciation for
servers.
To calculate the depreciation cost of the cooling system alone, they report a de-
preciation cost of $7.00 per kilowatt of critical power per month. With a cooling
system expected to depreciate over 10 years, this adds up to $84,000 per MW of
critical power per year, or $21 million total for 25 MW of critical power.
We evaluate only the cost savings in the cooling system for VMT. The cost to add
wax to each server is very small (less than 0.5% of the purchase cost per server at a
wax price of $1000/ton), as is the cost savings from utilizing lower electricity prices
during the off-peak hours [116].
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(a) Air temperatures at the PCM using round robin placement
































(b) No wax melts using round robin placement
Figure 4.8: Air temperatures and wax melted for 100 servers using round robin place-
ment. The cluster does not benefit from TTS because both the average
temperature and individual server temperatures are not hot enough to
melt wax.
4.4 Evaluation
In our experiments, we consider two baselines. The first is a round robin scheduler,
the same used in prior work on TTS [116]. The second is a more advanced coolest-
first scheduler that presumes the coolest servers have the greatest thermal headroom
available and schedules on them first.
In Figures 4.8 and 4.9, we plot a heat map of the temperature inside of 100 servers
and the portion of wax melted in those servers when jobs are placed according to the
round robin and coolest first schedulers, respectively. Both schedulers receive the
same workload. Temperature peaks (around 20 hours and 46 hours) and troughs
(around 5 and 29 hours) correspond with the peaks and troughs seen in the work-
load pattern (Figure 4.7). Compared to round robin, coolest first maintains a much
tighter temperature distribution between servers as expected of a thermal aware load
balancing scheduler, however due to the diverse thermal profiles of these workloads
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(a) Air temperatures at the PCM using coolest first placement
































(b) No wax melts using coolest first placement either
Figure 4.9: Air temperatures and wax melted for 100 servers using coolest first place-
ment. The cluster does not benefit from TTS because both the average
temperature and individual server temperatures are not hot enough to
melt wax.
the average temperature in either cluster and the temperatures in each server never
reach levels high enough to melt a significant amount of wax.
4.4.1 Thermal Aware VMT
First, we consider VMT-TA in a cluster of 1,000 servers. As noted in Section 4.2,
the GV used to calculate the size of the hot and cold groups does not directly correlate
to a temperature but is used to control the ratio of servers in the hot group to servers
in the cold group.
In Figure 4.11, we plot the average temperature in the hot group of the 1,000
server cluster versus the GV from GV=21 to GV=26. The round robin job placement
algorithm almost but does not quite reach the melting temperature. With VMT-TA,
the average cluster temperature remains the same as round robin but temperatures
in the hot group exceed the melting temperature of the wax.
The degree to which the hot group temperature exceeds the average temperature
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Table 4.2: Experimentally derrived mapping between the Grouping Value (GV) and
Virtual Melting Temperature (VMT) for the test datacenter.











is inversely proportional to the GV value. As the GV setting is decreased the tem-
perature of the hot group increases because there are fewer servers to spread the hot
jobs out across, but there is also less thermal energy storage capacity in the hot group
because wax is allocated per server.
In Figure 4.12, we plot the cooling load for three GV values: GV=20, GV=22 and
GV=24. GV=22 provides the best peak cooling load reduction of 12.8%. GV=24
works about two-thirds as well (8.8%) because the hot group is still hot enough to
melt the wax, but not hot enough for long enough to melt all of the wax so some
thermal energy storage capacity goes unused. GV=20 on the other hand is even
hotter than GV=22, but melts too fast: just over halfway through the peak all of
the wax is melted and the thermal storage capacity is exhausted. At this time, the
cooling load increases to provide no benefit for the rest of the peak.
4.4.2 Wax Aware VMT
In Figure 4.13 we plot heat maps of server temperature and wax melted on 100
servers using the VMT-WA job placement algorithm with GV=20. At this setting,
which does not provide a significant cooling load reduction using VMT-TA because
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(a) Air temperatures at the PCM using VMT-TA
































(b) Wax melted using VMT-TA
Figure 4.10: Air temperatures and wax melting for 100 servers using VMT-TA, with
GV=22.
all of the wax melts prematurely, VMT-WA instead extends the group of hot servers
once wax in the hot group servers is melted and continues to melt wax to store energy
in the newly added servers.
The temperature impact of this extension is first observable in Figure 4.13(a) at the
19th hour, then more clearly after hour 20 where the hot group is expanded by around
20 servers as more servers in the hot group reach the wax melting threshold. As the
hot group is expanded, hot jobs are still scheduled on the servers originally in the hot
group to maintain a temperature above the melting temperature. This prevents the
premature freezing and release of stored thermal energy; however, additional load that
would have gone to those servers now goes to newly added servers with unmelted wax.
This has the double advantage of moderating the temperature of the melted servers
(at the melting point) and moving new jobs to unmelted servers where more thermal
storage capacity is available. As a result, we can see a quick drop in temperatures
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Figure 4.11: Average temperature in the hot group using VMT-TA as the GV is
adjusted (for a cluster of 1000 servers)
in the hot group in Figure 4.13(a) and a capping of the cooling load in Figure 4.15
at the same time. This quick drop is a result of the granularity in which VMT-WA
adds servers to the hot group.
In Figure 4.13(b), the effects of extending the hot group can be seen in the distri-
bution of wax melted. None of the newly added hot group servers reach a fully melted
state, but because the thermal energy storage happens during the melting process and
they do melt more wax than otherwise is melted and more thermal energy is stored.
The effect is further visible in Figure 4.14, where we plot the average temperature
in the hot group servers on GV values from GV=20 to GV=26. The average tempera-
ture drops abruptly (at roughly 20 hours for GV=20 and 21 hours for GV=21) when
the wax in the original group of servers for GV=20 and GV=21 melts to the wax
threshold. Although the average temperature is now lower, the VMT-WA carefully
places jobs to maintain the already melted wax and schedules the newly added servers
to exceed the melting temperature and melt as much additional wax as possible. For
larger GV values, where the wax never becomes fully melted, the temperature and
peak cooling load reduction of VMT-WA closely match that provided by VMT-TA.
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Peak Cooling Load for VMT-TA




































Peak Cooling Load Reduction
Figure 4.12: Cooling load reduction with VMT-TA at 3 different GVs (for a cluster
of 1000 servers). GV=20 begins melting too soon and runs out of wax
capacity before the end of the peak. GV=24 begins melting too late,
and still has a significant amount of unmelted wax at the end of the
peak.
In Figure 4.15, we plot the cooling load for GV=20, GV=22 and GV=24. As with
VMT-TA, GV=22 provides the greatest peak cooling load reduction (12.8%). This is
expected because the overall workload distribution is very close (approximately 60%
hot jobs) to the ratio of GV/PMT used to size the group when GV=22. GV=24 also
provides results similar to VMT-TA (8.9%), but GV=20 provides significantly better
results.
Unlike VMT-TA, where once the hot group is fully melted the cooling load im-
mediately returns to the level without wax, the cooling load with VMT-WA increase
once the wax in the initial hot group is melted but levels off as new servers are added
to the hot group and hot jobs are placed on these servers to melt more wax. GV=20
does not provide quite as much benefit as the GV=22 or 24, but still manages a 7.0%
reduction in peak cooling load.
Figure 4.16 plots the result of varying the wax threshold, above which VMT-WA
considers the wax in a server to be ”fully melted,” from 0.85 to 1.00. (We fix the
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(a) Air temperatures at the PCM using VMT-WA
































(b) Wax melted using VMT-WA
Figure 4.13: Air temperatures and wax melting for 100 servers using VMT-WA
scheduling (GV=20). The hot group servers (bottom) have a consis-
tently higher temperature than the cold group servers (top). Note the
expansion of the hot group around 20 and 45 hours correspond with
peak load and wax in the hot group reaching the wax threshold.
wax threshold at 0.98, or 98% melted, in all other experiments.) A wax threshold
of 1.00 means that all of the wax is melted, however in practice this can be hard to
maintain because mild temperature fluctuations can cause small portions of wax to
freeze again prematurely. A lower threshold means we are less likely to overshoot the
desired temperature, but also risks leaving more wax unmelted and sacrifices some
thermal storage. We see from these results that the threshold can be set as low as
0.95 without a noticeable loss in capacity.
4.4.3 VMT-TA vs. VMT-WA
In Figure 4.17, we plot the results of sweeping the GV=10 to GV=30 on 100
servers using VMT-TA and VMT-WA. Both provide peak reduction at GV=22, and
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Figure 4.14: Average temperature in the hot group using VMT-WA as the GV is
adjusted (for a cluster of 1000 servers). The hot group is extended when
the average temperatures for GV=20 and 21 drop.
as the GV is increased both trend downwards together closely. This is the best GV
for this specific combination of workloads and PMT, and will vary from datacenter
to datacenter. However because VMT gives the ability to control GV, it provides a
necessary degree of flexibility and adaptability that TTS does not.
To evaluate VMT-TA versus VMT-WA, the advantage of VMT-WA is most ap-
parent below 22: while the peak cooling load reduction using VMT-TA quickly drops
to zero when the hot group melts too quickly and cannot adjust, the reduction using
VMT-WA drops to around 6% immediately then continues to decrease much more
slowly afterwards.
First, both perform similarly well at GV=22 and above. This is because there is
a fixed amount of energy that can be absorbed from the air before the temperature
in the hot group will drop below the melting temperature and no more heat can be
stored. Even if all of the wax in VMT-WA is melted and the hot group extended,
VMT-WA cannot absorb more energy than VMT-TA at the ideal GV setting. The
ideal setting may vary as workload composition or daily load levels change.
This shows that the primary advantage of VMT-WA: it is robust. In a scenario
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Peak Cooling Load for VMT-WA





































Peak Cooling Load Reduction
Figure 4.15: Cooling load reduction with VMT-WA at 3 different GV levels for a
cluster of 1000 servers. For GV=20 when the hot group becomes fully
melted, VMT-WA adds more servers to the hot group to and rebalanced
load to continue melting wax.
where the operators can predict load accurately day to day, they can actually change
the GV to the optimal value each day. However, with VMT-TA they must choose
a conservative value because the risk of selecting a value too low is extreme. With
VMT-WA, the risk is more balanced.
4.4.4 Impact of Inlet Temperature Variation
Real datacenters often have some variation in inlet temperature between servers
due to airflow [86]. In this section, we consider the impact of server inlet temperature
variation on VMT-TA and VMT-WA, and plot the average cooling load reduction
from 5 runs with 100 servers each.
In Figure 4.18, we plot the peak cooling load reduction using VMT-TA for inlet
temperature standard deviations of 0, 1, and 2 ◦C (95% within ±0, 2 and 4 ◦C of the
mean) as the GV setting is swept from 16 to 28. We observe that at GV=22 (the peak
without inlet temperature variation), no inlet temperature variation provides the best
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Peak Cooling Load Reduction
Reduction
Figure 4.16: Peak cooling load reduction as the Wax Threshold is adjusted for VMT-
WA (GV=22) for 100 servers. Maximum reduction is achieved above
0.95.
offer slightly better load reduction than no variation due to the distribution, but still
significantly less than near the optimal GV value.
In Figure 4.18, we plot the peak cooling load reduction using VMT-WA across
the same range of temperature variations. We observe that like VMT-TA, outside of
the best GV range a small deviation provides the same or slightly better reduction.
At the peak we also observe a trend where a non-zero standard deviation increases
the GV at which peak reduction is achieved. Even with STDEV=2 (95% within ±4
◦C), the peak cooling reduction still reaches 10.9%.
We see then that VMT jobs placement is still effective at reducing total cooling
load, even in a less uniform environment. The optimal choice of GV increases slightly
in this case (because it is better to miss high than miss low); however, we also continue
to see that VMT-WA is much more robust with respect to the choice of GV.
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Peak Cooling Load Reduction
VMT-TA 100 servers VMT-WA 100 servers
Figure 4.17: Peak cooling load reduction as the GV is adjusted for VMT-TA and
VMT-WA (for 100 servers). Both achieve peak cooling load reduction
at GV=22.
4.4.5 TCO Benefits of VMT
Lastly, we quantify the potential benefits that come from using VMT to reduce
the peak cooling load using a methodology published in prior work [116]. The two
primary benefits provided by a reduced peak cooling load are both derived from
cooling oversubscription: either that datacenter can now achieve the same throughput
with a smaller cooling system, or more servers can be added to increase throughput
under the same cooling system. Both provide significant cost savings.
Both VMT-TA and VMT-WA achieve a peak cooling load reduction of 12.8% in
a cluster of 1,000 servers, versus less than 0.2% with TTS alone. Considering the
25 MW datacenter from Section 4.3.1, a fully subscribed cooling system would need
to remove 25 MW of thermal energy from the datacenter at peak load. (The following
cost-savings include cost estimates to deploy wax into every server in the datacenter.)
Decreasing the peak cooling load 12.8% reduces the peak cooling load of the
datacenter from 25 MW to 21.8 MW and enables a 12.8% smaller cooling system.
This provides a cost savings of $2,690,000 over the lifetime of the datacenter based
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VMT-TA: Peak Cooling Load Reduction with Inlet Temperature Variation
STDEV=0 STDEV=1 STDEV=2
Figure 4.18: Peak cooling load reduction using VMT-TA with normally distributed
inlet temperature variation (average of 5 runs of 100 servers each).
upon cooling system cost estimates [65].
(Note that deploying an n-paraffin wax with a melting temperature near 30 ◦C
for TTS to achieve the same peak cooling load reduction would cost on the order
of $10 million, four times more than the money with VMT including the cost of
deploying commercial wax.)
For a more conservative approach, a datacenter using VMT-WA may choose un-
dertake only a 6% reduction in the cooling system to account for load variation. A 6%
reduction in the size of the cooling system still provides a cost savings of $1,260,000.
Alternatively, the reduced peak cooling load may be used to add more servers to
the datacenter under the same cooling system size. Using VMT-TA or VMT-WA
with the best peak cooling load reduction, VMT enables 14.6% more servers: 146
additional servers per cluster or 7,339 additional servers in a 25 MW datacenter. The
conservative 6% percent application of VMT-WA also provides substantial benefit,
enabling 6.4% more servers: 64 additional servers per cluster or 3,191 additional
servers in the datacenter without increasing the cooling capital expenditure.
The gains from reduce cooling capacity or greater overprovisioning come from
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VMT-WA: Peak Cooling Load Reduction with Inlet Temperature Variation
STDEV=0 STDEV=1 STDEV=2
Figure 4.19: Peak cooling load reduction using VMT-WA with normally distributed
inlet temperature variation (average of 5 runs of 100 servers each).
using VMT to reduce the peak (annual) cooling load as evaluated in this paper. There
may be additional benefits offered by the ability to control the melting temperature
day-to-day, such as leveraging less expensive off-peak power or green power when
cooling energy can be temporally shifted as well.
4.5 Summary
In this work we introduced Virtual Melting Temperature (VMT), a technique to
control the thermal load of a datacenter using workload placement in conjunction with
Phase Change Material (PCM)-enabled Thermal Time Shifting (TTS). We presented
two algorithms, Thermal Aware VMT (VMT-TA) and Wax Aware VMT (VMT-
WA), that manage workload placement in order to maximize melting wax, and thus
maximizing energy storage with Thermal Time Shifting (TTS). Both policies group
hot jobs together to create warm spots in a subset of servers (which may be distributed
throughout the datacenter to maintain balanced power distribution), melting more
wax in this subset than if job temperatures were evenly distributed. VMT-WA goes
a step further by relocating jobs as wax in the hot group becomes fully melted.
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We evaluated these algorithms with a scale out study using a simulated cluster
of 1,000 servers enabled with paraffin wax over a two day trace covering a mixture
of 5 datacenter workloads with different thermal profiles. We found that both VMT-
TA and VMT-WA job placement algorithms provide significant benefits VMT-WA,
while slightly more complex to implement than VMT-TA, also incorporates work-
load movement to create a built-in safety factor against temperature and workload
variation. Overall, VMT enables up to a 12.8% reduction in the peak cooling load
that corresponds that to over $2.6 million in savings over the life of a datacenter, or
adding up to 7,339 additional servers running under the same fixed cooling budget.
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CHAPTER V
Thermal Gradient Transportation: Liquid
Enhanced Heat Transportation for Energy Storage
with Phase Change Materials
The rapid and ongoing growth of datacenters that run the internet and host the
cloud has created a multitude of new challenges to build and sustain these warehouse
scale computers in an affordable and energy efficient manner. The cooling system in
particular is one area where datacenters spend an enormous amount of money and
power to prevent overheating and component failure, increasing the datacenter’s eco-
logical footprint as a result, but that does not directly add to compute or performance
of the datacenter. Direct water cooling is one technology that has been demonstrated
to greatly decrease the power consumption of datacenter cooling systems, but has
been criticized for a much higher cost to implement.
In this work we introduce Thermal Gradient Transportation (TGT), a technique
that leverages direct water cooling to move heat out of the server and into a phase
change material (PCM) such as paraffin wax to temporarily store some of that thermal
energy. Doing so enables us to reduce the peak cooling load of a dataceter by up to
20% (and 1.97x better that prior work) to enable a smaller and more affordable cooling
system, while also handling new workloads such as GPU-accelerated neural networks
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that prior work on thermal energy storage with paraffin wax could not handle at all.
5.1 Thermal Gradient Transfer
Datacenter resource oversubscription is traditionally accomplished by provisioning
resources according to the expected load, even if the theoretical peak resource demand
is higher [65, 124, 130, 133]
Prior work showed that by storing thermal energy, the cooling system can be
oversubscribed even below the expected peak load by storing a portion of energy to
reduce the cooling load during the peak hours of a diurnal cycle [116].
Cooling load is an HVAC metric for how much heat must be removed from a
building to maintain a constant temperature. In a datacenter, the cooling load comes
almost entirely from the IT equipment and power distribution systems. That is, every
watt of electrical power used in the datacenter must be removed as heat, either by
active or passive means, to prevent thermal downclocking and component failure.
Thermal Time Shifting (TTS), the technique from prior work, leveraged excess
airspace in commodity servers to place a quantity of paraffin wax that undergoes a
phase change (melting from a solid to liquid) when the server is heavily loaded, and
again (freezing back to a solid) when the server is lightly loaded.
Because the latent energy (the energy required to melt a material) is typically
much greater than the sensible energy (the energy required to raise or lower the
temperature without a phase change), this class of phase change materials (PCMs)
are very efficient at storing thermal energy [97].
Furthermore, by choosing a material with a melting temperature that naturally
falls between the high and low temperatures of the diurnal cycle experienced by
servers running user-facing datacenter workloads [14], this thermal energy storage
can be passively reduce the peak cooling load of a datacenter to enable a greater
degree of cooling oversubscription [116].
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Figure 5.1: Thermal Gradient Transportation (TGT) proposes to leverage server-level
water cooling to move heat directly from the CPU and other high power
components to a reservoir of PCM, then on to the cooling system.
However, paraffin wax–the best candidate for energy storage in a datacenter [116]–
has very low thermal conductivity, the measure of how well the material carries
heat [97]. This is critical because only wax that melts is able to store significant
energy, and the sensible heat alone does not store enough energy to beneficially lower
the peak cooling load.
Prior work addresses this limitation by increasing the surface area of the wax
through the use of multiple containment vessels, and by placing the wax directly
inside of the server where temperature are greatest (and thus the wax melts the
fastest) [116].
Placing wax inside of the server works but severely limits the quantity of wax, and
thus amount of energy, that can be stored. Furthermore, new classes of workloads such
as deep neural networks and intelligent personal assistants (IPAs) that use accelerators
such as GPUs [66, 49, 48] severely diminish, or remove entirely, the space where the
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wax formerly resided.
These GPU-accelerated systems also use more power and produce more heat,
which in turn requires a larger cooling system and more power to the cooling system.
Deploying liquid cooling directly onto the CPU and other high power components
has been proposed in a number of works [25, 30, 29, 37, 46, 91, 142]. Direct liquid
cooling offers a number of significant benefits to datacenters, including a massive
reduction in cooling system power (to less than 5% of total system power, reducing the
average PUE to 1.04) [25]. However, the additional material, installation, and testing
complexity can add significant upfront costs to the cooling system installation [94].
To solve this, we propose Thermal Gradient Transportation (TGT): a technique
that leverages direct liquid cooling to move the high temperature difference needed
to efficiently melt wax out of the server. Using the excellent cooling characteristics of
water, we place a large container of paraffin wax in between the heat source (servers)
and heat sink (cooling system) to absorb heat during the peak hours and release it
during the off hours (Figure 5.1).
The benefits of TGT are two fold: first, we are able to deploy wax in much larger
quantities to enable more energy storage, and thus a greater reduction in the peak
cooling load. And second, we are able to coexist alongside a wider range of server
architectures including those containing GPUs, while again greatly reducing the peak
cooling load. This enable a datacenter to utilize a smaller cooling system to effectively
cool a the same actual peak load that previously required a full sized and must more
expensive cooling system.
5.2 Real System Tests
To validate the concept of TGT, we built a custom water cooling loop onto a real
server and deployed a quantity of paraffin wax with the cooling loop. We use this
test platform to investigate the performance of TGT on real hardware, and then use
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the knowledge gained to build our model for the scale out study in Section 5.4.
5.2.1 Real System Architecture
(a) Testing CPU watercooling (b) Checking the system for leaks
(c) Adding wax to the container





(d) Test system diagram (water flows
clockwise)
Figure 5.2: Constructing the test platform for real system tests. A water block is
directly attached to each CPU socket (a). The system is filled with EK
Cryofuel, a brand name mix of water, colored dye and a small amount of
additives to inhibit corrosion and protect the system (b). Wax is held in
a plastic container, submerging a radiator to transfer heat while keeping
the wax and water separate (c). The final system provides direct water
cooling to both CPUs, while leaving air cooling in place for the remaining
components (d). Water travels from the pump, absorbing heat from both
CPUs then storing or releasing heat in the wax at radiator 1 until passing
through radiator 2 where heat is finally removed from the system before
the water returns to the pump and begins the cycle again.
We started with an off-the-shelf Lenovo RD330 server, a dual socket, 1U low power
server with two 6-core Intel Sandy Bridge Xeon CPUs and 144 GB of RAM. On this
server, we removed the standard CPU heat sinks and added a pair of water blocks,
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two radiators, and one pump from an EKWB A240 water cooling kit (Figure 5.2(a)),
as well as various valves and splitters that enable us to turn on and off flow control
to different areas of the system (Figure 5.2(b)).
(Note that while we intentionally use an older server to minimize losses in the
event of a catastrophic leak, the results and insights gained here are not architecture-
specific and apply to Intel’s newest offerings as well.)
The cooling system is filled with EKWB brand CryoFuel, a mix of water and
propylene glycol with additives for coloring and to inhibit corrosion. (This mixture is
not classified as a health or environmental hazard [27], and was disposed of properly
afterwards.)
We conduct our real system experiments with the following liquid path setup
(Figure 5.2): starting from the pump/reservoir unit, water is pumped through water
blocks attached to both CPUs in series, then through radiator 1 and radiator 2 before
returning to the pump/reservoir unit. The total loop contains approximately 800 ml
of water coolant.
Radiator 1 was placed in a plastic container and surrounded with 2.0 kg of Ru-
bitherm RT 28 HC wax, a commercial blend of paraffin wax with a melting temper-
ature of 28 ◦C, a 214 J/g heat of fusion, and a solid density of 0.88 kg per liter [109].
Radiator 2 was left exposed to the air away from Radiator 1’s container with two
120 mm box fans to emulate a cooling system removing heat before the liquid returns
back to the CPU water blocks again.
Lastly, TEMPer1 USB temperature sensors were attached to the system including
four submerged under the wax, one in each corner of Radiator 1’s box, to measure
thermal properties and a USB webcam wax was attached to the corner of the wax
box to provide visual feedback.
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Figure 5.3: Still shots from a webcam monitoring the wax container as it melts by
CPU heat transported via direct liquid cooling. The yellow-green tubes
in the back carry water in and out. The radiator, black, becomes visible
at the bottom of the wax container as wax melts. The melted wax has a
reflective, glass-like appearance.
5.2.2 Real System Experiments
In this section, we analyze one experimental trace from our real system test plat-
form. In this experiment, we run 24 instances of SPEC h264 (one per physical thread)
looped for 12 hours to maximize load on the server, then run at idle for another 12
hours while the wax refreezes. This ensures all 2.0 kg of wax present in our test
system melts in approximately 2 hours (Figure 5.3).
In Figure 5.4, we plot the mean temperature from four USB temperature sensors
embedded in the wax container at various positions. In the figure, we identify four
major features during the melting cycle: in the very beginning, for the first approx-
imately 30 minutes, the temperature of the wax is being raised up to the melting
temperature and a small amount of energy is stored as the wax quickly heats up (1).
This sensible energy storage is the energy to raise the temperature without as phase
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1) Sensible energy storage dominates
2) Latent energy storage dominates
3) Return to sensible energy dominating as wax finishes melting
4) Equilibrium (fully melted)
Figure 5.4: Measured temperature in the wax (mean of 4 sensors) while running the
server at max load for 12 hours.
change.
Next as the the wax reaches the melting temperature (2), the rate of warming
greatly decreases as significantly more heat is needed to melt the wax before the
temperature can increase.
As the wax becomes partially melted, the wax enters a mixed state (3) where
the wax closest to the heat source is fully melted while the wax furthest from the
heat source is still only partially melted. The rate of temperature change gradually
increases here as the last remainder of wax melts and sensible energy storage once
again dominates, albeit slower than the first phase because the temperature difference
is less.
Lastly, around 4 hours into the trace (4), the wax becomes fully melted and reaches
its equilibrium temperature. That is: no additional latent energy can be stored
because the wax is fully melted (or as fully melted as possible) and no additional
sensible energy can be stored because the rate of energy absorbed from the radiator
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now equals the rate of energy lost through the wax container to the ambient air.
When the 12 hour load trace ends and the server returns to idle load, the wax
refreezes and temperature is greatly reduced. The wax freezes much quicker than it
melts, and without the clearly identifiable features, due to the location of the wax
container (and also lack of insulation around it): while heating the wax container
absorbs heat only from the radiator, but while cooling the wax releases heat back into
the radiator and both heating and cooling constantly release heat into the ambient
room.
(This excess cooling is beneficial as it can offer effectively free cooling if the wax
container can be located outside of the artificially cooled datacenter environment, eg.
outside the building. However, this is subject to great variation and in our scale out
study we assume the rate of heating and cooling is symmetrical to provide a more
conservative and realistic setup.)
Real System Takeaways - From Figure 5.4, we can see that the best energy
storage takes place in region 2, where the most wax is melting, and the beginning of
region 3 before sensible energy storage dominates again.
When provisioning wax, we want to make sure that the server will remain in this
desirable region to maximize energy storage for the whole duration of the peak load,
not just for a single day but with sufficient time and cooling capacity to refreeze such
that the next day’s peak (and the next day after that, or however long the worst-case
cooling load is expected to last) also remains in this range too.
5.3 Introduction
5.3.1 Scale Out Servers
For the scale out study, we consider a cluster each of 5 different server configura-




































(e) Eight GPU Server
Figure 5.5: Test servers considered in this study. (a-c) are CPU only servers, while
(d-e) add GPU accelerator cards for machine learning and other com-
pute intensive workloads. Primary sources of active power, including the
CPUs, DRAM, PCH(s), and GPU(s) (if present), are water cooled (indi-
cated by gold colored water blocks and associated piping).
2U quad socket high throughput server, and a high density Microsoft Open Compute
server evaluated in prior work [116]. We also consider two new servers that fill the
empty airspace used for wax in prior work with GPU accelerators: a 2U dual socket,
single-GPU machine and a 4U machine with 8 GPUs.
1U Low Power Server - The first server we consider is a standard 1U form
factor commodity server (Figure 5.5(a)), modeled after the Lenovo RD330 server we
perform our real system tests on. We then apply direct water cooling to the PCU,
both CPUs, and all DRAM modules present in the server.
On the real system, we measured idle power consumption at 90 W and active power
consumption at 185 W (excluding water cooling). Based on our measurements, we
estimate that the proposed water cooling loop captures 28% of the heat produced
at idle power consumption and 65% of the heat produced at peak active power con-
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sumption in the system. (The idle power captured is particularly low in this server
because although total energy consumption is low, the server’s power proportionality
is also low and other components use a lot of power.)
2U High Throughput Server - The second server we consider is a 2U server
modeled after the Sun X4470 (Figure 5.5(b)). It designed for compute heavy work-
loads with four CPUs E7-series processors. We apply direct water cooling onto each
CPU and the corresponding DRAM modules, as well both PCH blocks. In this
configuration, we estimate the idle power consumption to be 100 W and the peak
power consumption to be 400 W before the PSU. Based on these estimates, the liquid
cooling captures 60% of the idle power consumption and 90% of the active power
consumption.
Microsoft Open Compute Server - The third server we consider for conven-
tional workloads is modeled after the Microsoft Open Compute project server chassis
(Figure 5.5(c)) [102]. It contains two Xeon E5-class CPUs, and two SSDs for data
serving. We apply direct liquid cooling to both CPUs, their DRAM banks, and both
SSDs capturing an estimated 74% of 100 watts of idle power and 80% of 300 watts
of total active power.
Single GPU Server - The fourth server, and first server for GPU-accelerated
workloads, is based on a commodity server featuring two Xeon E5-class CPUs and a
single NVIDIA GPU (Figure 5.5(d)). We apply liquid cooling to both CPUs, the PCH,
both DRAM banks and the GPU. Based on measurements of our GPU workloads in
Section 5.3.3, we estimate the system idle power to be 120 W and the peak active
power to be 470 W before the PSU. From this, we estimate that the liquid cooling
loop captures 67% of the idle power and 78% of the peak active power.
Eight GPU Server - The fifth and last server we consider is a massive 4U
machine with two Xeon E5-class GPUs managing 8 NVIDIA GPUs (Figure 5.5(e)).
Based on measurements from our test system, we estimate idle power to be approx-
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Normalized Three Day Datacenter Load
Orkut Search FBmr Total
Figure 5.6: Three day datacenter workload trace from Google (normalized to peak
throughput).
imately 260 W and peak active power for the workloads in this study to be 1400 W
before the PSU. We apply direct water cooling to both CPUs and their DRAM banks,
both PCHs, and all 8 GPUs to capture an estimated 85% of the idle power and 95%
of the active power.
Liquid Cooling Parameters - We model all of the servers with an inlet water
temperature of 20 ◦C based on typical datacenter water supply temperatures [58].
Although prior work [142] has proposed running this style of direct liquid cooling
with exhaust hot water temperatures as high as 60 ◦C, in this work we constrain
the maximum hot water temperatures to a more conservative 45 ◦C by adjusting
the water flow rates. All servers receive the same water supply, and that supply is
assumed to be a fixed flow rate. (This simplifies the pump design and cost while still
ensuring that any individual server can run at an arbitrary load without overheating.)
5.3.2 Google Load Trace
The workload trace we run for our conventional server architectures is a three
day workload trace from Google [123] (Figure 5.6). The trace contains three differ-
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ent workload types: Web Search, Orkut social networking traffic, and MapReduce
(FBmr). This data was collected from the Google transparency report [65] and nor-
malized as described by Skach et al. [116] to enable a quantitative comparison against
prior work.
The three days selected represent a worst-case scenario [65], where datacenter use
is extremely high for an extended period of time. (The third day is added on top of
prior work [116] to also examine the day-after-day effects of wax melting temperatures,
which become critical with the much larger wax quantities considered in this work.
This effect is discussed in more detail in Section 5.4.)
5.3.3 Intelligent Personal Assistant Workload
To properly test our GPU-accelerated servers, we need a different set of workloads.
For this we use Sirius Suite, a set of machine learning benchmarks for an IPA [49].
IPAs represent a new class of datacenter workload that are very computationally
demanding, but also run well on accelerators such as GPUs [49].
This presents a first order problem for TTS, which relied on excess airspace within
the server that the addition of a GPU takes away. Here, TGT offers another important
opportunity: TGT enables thermal energy storage from not only the CPUs, but also
GPUs without taking up any additional space inside of the servers.
To study the benefits of TGT with GPU-accelerated servers, we consider three
major microservices in Sirius Suite: DNN-ASR, GMM and Stemmer (Table 5.1. We
benchmark each workload on a K40 GPU (note that as with the CPUs from the real
system test, the conclusions from the scale out study derived thereof are relevant for
any GPU of similar thermal output).
DNN-ASR is an automatic speak recognition technique that leverages a deep
neural network for speech-to-text translation. The Sirius implementation combines
two approaches: Kaldi [101] and RWTH’s RASR [110] to accomplish this task. We
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Table 5.1: Runtime and power consumption measurements for microservices from
Sirius Suite




measured the average runtime of a DNN-ASR query at 18.28 ms on an NVIDIA K40
GPU, and an average (GPU-only) power consumption of 150 W using NVIDIA’s
System Management Interface (SMI) tool.
GMM is an alternative approach to automatic speech recognition that also benefits
significantly from GPU acceleration. The Sirius Suite implementation of GMM uses
a version of Sphinx, developed by Carnegie Mellon University [52]. Recent work [72]
has shown the benefits of a tournament-style approach combining both GMM and a
DNN, which we incorporate when constructing our workload trace from Sirius Suite.
We measured the average runtime of a GMM query at 0.587 ms, and the average
power consumption at 113 W.
Lastly, Stemmer is a GPU-accelerated version of the Porter Stemming algorithm [100],
used to remove prefixes and/or suffixes and identify a root words. We measured the
average runtime for a Stemmer query in Sirius Suite at 0.673 ms and the average
power consumption at 98 W.
To create the load trace for Sirius, we begin with total load over the three day
Google trace but subdivide it evenly between queries to each of our three Sirius Suite
microservices (Figure 5.7(a)). This creates an even spread of queries however, as
observed in Figure 5.7(b), the DNN-ASR implementation dominates overall GPU
time (even including transfer overhead time for Stemmer and GMM). As a result,
DNN-ASR also dominates the average power (Figure 5.7(c)) consumption too.
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Sirius Microservice Query Breakdown
Stemmer GMM DNN-ASR
(a) Relative query breakdown





















Sirius Microservice Time Breakdown
Stemmer GMM DNN-ASR
(b) Relative GPU time (compute plus transfer) breakdown





















Sirius Microservice Power Breakdown
Stemmer GMM DNN-ASR
(c) Relative GPU power breakdown
Figure 5.7: Stacked charts of the three day trace for an intelligent personal assis-
tant load trace based on Sirius Suite. Although queries are evenly dis-
tributed to each microservice, DNN-ASR dominates the compute time
requirements and, both due to it’s higher power consumption and higher
runtime, power use as well.
5.3.4 Simulator
For the scale out study we use DCSim, an event-based query simulator for dat-
acenter topologies used in several prior works [65, 116, 117, 118]. For each server
architecture, we simulate a homogenous cluster of 1,000 servers on an isolated cooling
loop with a single, unified wax storage unit. We assume the wax is contained in
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such a way that no thermal energy is gained or lost into the environment; rather, the
water-cooled portions of the servers are responsible for providing all heat to melt the
wax and the cooling system responsible for removing all heat.
We base our model of the wax melting off of experiments from our real test system,
however some assumptions must be made to scale up the wax quantity significantly.
We assume a symmetrical melting and cooling rates, mostly created by the previous
assumption of thermally isolated wax. We also assume that the thermal transfer
mechanism scales up linearly based upon the results of our real system tests. (This
would most likely be water pipes and/or hot plates submerged in the wax, however the
detailed implementation of a thermal transfer system into wax has been investigated
extensively in prior work [62, 60, 51, 63, 59, 103] and is is outside the scope of this
work).
5.4 Evaluation
Using the simulation infrastructure described in Section 5.3, we now perform a
scale out study for a cluster of 1,000 of each type of server. First, we dive into the
results from the scale out study in Section 5.4.1, then discuss some implications and
considerations for a real deployment in Section 5.4.2.
5.4.1 Scale Out Study
1U Server Deep Dive - In Figure 5.8, we plot the cooling load over three days
for four different wax melting temperatures: 27 ◦C, 28 ◦C, 29 ◦C, and 30 ◦C. All
four experiments were provisioned with 10 L of wax per server, however this is not
necessarily a hard requirement: if less wax is used over the cycle, less than 10 L of
wax can be deployed to reduce cost.
With a melting temperature of 27 ◦C (Figure 5.8 i), the wax melts quickly ab-
sorbing the most thermal energy during the first and most of the second days’ peak
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Figure 5.8: Cooling load for one thousand 1U low power servers, with and without
wax, over two days at various melting temperatures with 10 L of wax
per server. The lower the melting temperature is, the faster energy is
absorbed however the melting temperature must be high enough to ensure
there is sufficient time in the off hours to allow the wax to fully refreeze.
If there is not (i), the wax may eventually become fully melted and no
longer provide a benefit. However, if the high load is only expected to
a limited time period, then wax with a melting temperature that lasts
until the end without fully refreezing may be tolerated and still provide
excellent benefit (ii) as long as there will be sufficient downtime between
reoccurences. Higher melting temperatures can (iii, iv) can provide good
benefit while using less wax, or leave more wax capacity in reserve for
emergencies.
hours. However, this melting temperature is too low as during the off hours the wax
does not have enough time to fully refreeze between peaks. Thus as the cluster enters
the second day’s peak hours, nearly 50% of the wax is still melted and before the
end of the second day the wax is fully melted and can no longer absorb energy (this
occurs when the ’wax’ trace jumps up to meet the ’no wax’ trace, around hour 47).
By day 3, the wax runs out even earlier and there is no reduction in the peak cooling
load that day.
In contrast, with a melting temperature of 28 ◦C (Figure 5.8 ii) the 1U server
achieves a peak cooling load reduction across all three days even though the wax
again does not completely refreeze during the off hours. This is because while at the
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start of day two and three’s peak hours some of the wax is already melted, 10 L of wax
is enough to prevent the cluster from running out of thermal energy storage capacity
before the end of day three. By design, these are the three worst case days [65] so this
is a sustainable operating level with 10 L of wax as long as during the next few days
the wax is allowed to refreeze before another such worst case pattern is encountered.
A 27 ◦C melting temperature, or even lower, could potentially become usable by
adding more wax to accomplish a result similar to 28 ◦C however there are diminishing
returns: the more wax that must be refrozen, the more time between peak traffic loads
must exist and/or the lower those between peak traffic loads there must be.
In Figure 5.8 iii and iv, we plot melting temperatures of 29 ◦C and 30 ◦C. Both
of these melting temperatures allow sufficient time for all of the wax to melt between
peak hours, and are thus indefinitely sustainable for this load pattern. They require
less wax as a result of the higher melting temperature and complete refreezing between
each cycle (no more than 4 L and 3 L per server, respectively), but store less thermal
energy too.
Over the whole 3 day trace, 27 ◦C provides no benefit to the peak cooling load,
28 ◦C reduces the peak cooling load by 17.5%, 29 ◦C reduces the peak cooling load by
15.8%, and 30 ◦C reduces the peak cooling load by 12.8% with continuously diminish-
ing returns above there. Using the 3 day sustainable temperature, this corresponds
to a 17.5% smaller cooling system (1.97x higher than prior work [116]) or a 15.9%
smaller cooling system with the indefinitely sustainable peak cooling load reduction.
Alternatively, this reduction can be used to install 18.7% to 21.1% more servers under
the same cooling budget (approximately 1011 to 1140 additional servers per megawatt
of critical power).
Overview of Other Servers - In Figure 5.9, we plot condensed versions of the
previous plot for each additional server: the 2U High Throughput server (Figure 5.9 i),
the Open Compute server (Figure 5.9 ii), the Single GPU server (Figure 5.9 iii), and
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Figure 5.9: Cooling load for the 2U, Open Compute, Single GPU and Eight GPU
servers, with three different melting temperatures of wax (one above, one
the produces the best cooling load reduction, and one below). The 2U
server achieves a peak cooling load reduction of 17.4% with a melting
temperature of 34 ◦C. The Open Compute server achieves a peak cooling
load reduction of 12.5% with a melting temperature of 30 ◦C. The Single
GPU server achieves a peak cooling load reduction of 16.4% with a melting
temperature of 35 ◦C. The Eight GPU server achieves a peak cooling load
reduction of 20.0% with a melting temperature of 34 ◦C.
the Eight GPU server (Figure 5.9 iv). Each configuration contains 20 L of wax per
server except for the Eight GPU server, which is provisioned with 50 L of wax per
server because of it’s significantly higher power consumption per server.
The 2U High Throughput server achieves the best peak cooling load reduction
with a melting temperature of 34 ◦C. Above or below this temperature, the load
reduction is either unsustainable for all three days, or melted too late and stored less
energy as a result. In the 2U and other servers, the ideal melting temperatures do
not exactly correlate to total power consumption: the rate at which the wax melts
is a function of the temperature of the hot water carrying thermal energy from the
servers to the wax. Although the water is generally warmer for higher power servers
in this set of experiments, the flow rate is also adjusted accordingly to maintain a
safe set of both liquid and component temperatures.
With a melting temperature of 34 ◦C, the peak cooling load for the cluster of
2U servers was reduced by 17.4% (1.45x prior work [116]). This corresponds to a
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17.4% smaller cooling system, or 21.0% more servers under the same cooling budget
(approximately 420 of this server configuration per megawatt of critical power in the
datacenter).
For the Open Compute server cluster, a melting temperature of 30 ◦C achieved
the best peak cooling load reduction of 12.5%. This enables a 12.5% smaller cooling
system (1.5x higher than prior work [116]) or 14.2% more servers under the same
cooling budget (approximately 430 more Open Compute servers per MW of critical
power).
Moving on to the IPA workload, the addition of the GPU creates a new challenge
that prior work [116] could not address at all: the server design where there is no
space remaining to place wax inside of the server. Here, the results are similar as seen
so far because TGT enables us to achieve a very good peak cooling load reductions
without excess air space.
The Single GPU server cluster achieves a 16.4% peak cooling load reduction with
20 L of wax per server and a melting temperature of 35 ◦C (corresponding the same
reduction in cooling system size or 19.6% more servers–up to 392 per megawatt of
critical power– under the same cooling budget). The metric of additional servers
is particularly important in a retrofit scenario where the original cooling system,
which typically lasts several generations of servers [14], may not have been originally
provisioned for the thermal energy levels produced by GPU-equipped servers.
The Eight GPU server cluster, with it’s enormous power consumption, achieves
up to a 20% reduction in peak cooling load but requires nearly 50 L of wax per server
with a melting temperature of 34 ◦C. This corresponds to an equivalent reduction in
cooling system size, or 25.0% more servers (up to 172 more servers containing 1379
GPUs) in the same budget. Although it will vary for different server and workload
configurations, both of these load levels and melting temperatures for the Single GPU
and Eight GPU clusters are indefinitely sustainable.
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Normalized Three Day Datacenter Load
1U 2U Open Compute 1 GPU 8 GPU
Figure 5.10: Sweeping cooling load reduction across wax melting temperatures. As
soon as the melting temperature reaches a threshold where melting and
freezing can be sustained for three days, there is a big jump in peak
cooling load reduction followed by slowly decreasing benefit. The great-
est benefit is not always sustainable for an arbitrary amount of time,
however the next melting wax configuration above it typically is.
Sweeping the Melting Temperature - In Figure 5.10, we sweep the wax
melting temperature for each server cluster from 26 ◦C to 44 ◦C and plot the resulting
peak cooling load reduction.
In general, all five servers follow a similar trend: they provide zero (or near-zero)
benefit until the peak load reduction can be sustained for at least the three day load
trace. Then, each cluster sees decreasing peak load reduction thereafter until the
melting temperature becomes too high and no significant wax melts anymore.
Also, while there appears a slight trend with the lowest power servers (the 1U and
Open Compute servers) benefiting from the lower melting temperatures, this is an
artifact of the scale out methodology. The actual relationship, as previously noted,
depends on the water temperatures which are themselves a function of both power
output and flow rate. (Note that the Eight GPU machine, while have almost 3x higher
power consumption than the 2U server, also has the same best melting temperature
of 34 ◦C.)
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Minimum Wax Required vs. Peak Cooling Load Reduction
1U 2U Open Compute 1 GPU 8 GPU
Figure 5.11: Peak cooling load reduction vs. the minimum amount of wax required to
obtain that peak cooling load by varying the melting temperature. The
first 5-10% peak reduction requires the least wax, with the amount of wax
per percent reduction increasing significantly thereafter. Additionally,
the higher the peak power output of the server, the more wax it requires
for even the same peak load reduction as more thermal energy must be
stored.
Examing the Quantity of Wax - In Figure 5.11, we plot data in a different
way: with the peak cooling load reduction as a function of the minimum amount of
wax per server (rounded up to the nearest liter) required to achieve that reduction.
Here, we can see the effect of the power level on each server: The 1U server cluster
requires by far the least amount of wax to achieve the same cooling load reduction
while the Eight GPU server requires by far the most as expected: the wax has a fixed
amount of thermal energy capacity per unit of volume, and once that is exhausted
the only way to achieve more thermal energy storage is by adding wax.
This figure also shows the diminishing returns of adding wax. Due to the shape of
the Google trace’s diurnal cycle, closer to a sine wave than a square wave, the greatest
peak cooling load reduction per unit of stored energy occurs at the peak of the trace
and increases superlinearly as as the total peak cooling load reduction increases.
We can observe this effect in each server, for example the 1U server requires just 1
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additional liter of wax to go from a 4.1% reduction (1 L) to a 10.3% reduction (2 L),
while it requires six times as much wax again to reduce the peak cooling by 4x at
15.8% (6 L). Similarly, the Eight GPU server requires over three times the wax to
increase the peak cooling load reduction 2x from a 6.3% (5 L) to a 13.1% (26L), or
seven times the wax to for a 3x increase to 20.0% (45 L).
5.4.2 Discussion of Deployment Considerations
In this section, we discuss some of the considerations for deploying TGT in a data-
center including the relationship between TGT and prior work on virtualized melting
temperatures, TGT’s tolerance for load variation, and the security implications of
TGT.
5.4.2.1 TGT and Virtual Melting Temperatures
Virtual Melting Temperature (VMT) [118] is technique from prior work that pro-
posed to schedule workloads in such a way as to maximize the amount of thermal
energy stored in wax. VMT was designed for a TTS-style architecture where each
server has its own reservoir of wax to store energy in, and proposed two techniques
to schedule workloads: Thermal Aware VMT and Wax Aware VMT.
Thermal Aware VMT proposes that, when the average temperature in a cluster of
mixed job types is not hot enough to melt wax, to group the hot jobs together in the
same servers to melt wax in that subset of servers. This technique is applicable with
TGT, but must be implemented slightly differently: as the water temperature at the
wax is determined by mixing the return hot water from every server in same cooling
loop, all of those servers must be treated together as the hot group and a separate loop
of servers designated the cold group. This provides the same functionality as Thermal
Aware VMT, however it offers significantly less flexibility to the datacenter operator
in determine the hot group and cold group sizes as they may only be adjusted at the
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granularity of the number of servers connected to one discrete cooling loop.
Wax Aware VMT begins with the same premise as Thermal Aware VMT, but also
tracks how much of the wax is melted over time and dynamically resizes the hot group
and cold group to maximize thermal energy storage even further. This technique is
theoretically possible with TGT, but requires the ability to move servers from one
cooling loop to the other on the fly. A system of networked flow valves could perform
this task, however the added cost and complexity likely outweighs the benefits that
Wax Aware VMT offers over Thermal Aware VMT.
Neither of the workload mixtures we consider in this work benefit strongly from
VMT: both contain workloads that, although especially in the case of the GPU-
accelerated Sirius Suite workload, have unbalanced per-query and/or overall execu-
tion time, they are relatively balanced power-wise. VMT offers the greatest benefit
when workloads have strongly unbalanced power usage and as a result, plus the afore-
mentioned implementation difficulties, we do not attempt to quantify the benefits of
TGT with VMT in this work.
5.4.2.2 Load Variation Tolerance
Another downside of wax placement inside the server is it’s limited capability to
handle unpredictable workloads. Because the wax quantity for TTS [116] is fixed
based upon available space inside of the server, the only way to increase the margin
of error for thermal energy storage is by decreasing the amount of wax melted during
typical cycles and leaving the extra, unmelted wax to account for longer and/or hotter
peak hours.
Wax Aware VMT further proposes a partial solution by rebalancing workloads
to leverage unmelted wax in other servers, however this depends on both (a) the
workloads being sufficiently portable that rearranging them is practical and (b) that
there are other servers with unmelted wax available [118].
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TGT on the other hand offers a much simpler solution: simply add more wax.
Regardless of the type of workload or architecture of the servers present, TGT enables
arbitrary quantities of wax. This means that even for highly unpredictable workloads,
eg. some days with extra long peak hours or very short off hours, sufficient wax may
be deployed to absorb energy for 24 hours, 48 hours, or even longer if needed so long
as at some time in the future cooling system capacity will be available to refreeze the
wax.
5.4.2.3 Security Implications
Recent work [56] has proposed thermal side channels attacks against multi-tenant
datacenters, and identified TTS as a possible attack vector [38].
As long as servers share cooling resources within a datacenter this vector cannot
be entirely, but at a minimum TGT greatly mitigates the risk posed by TTS by
sharing thermal energy storage capacity between many machines (versus each server
having a discreet, highly limited supply). This removes the ability for an attacker
to target individual servers, instead requiring a potential attacker to exploit a large
portion of the entire cluster.
Furthermore, because TGT offers the opportunity to deploy significantly greater
quantities of wax than TTS, in parallel with or in addition to adding fault tolerance,
excess thermal energy storage capacity can be used mitigate or ”ride out” unexpected
thermal side channel attacks.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced Thermal Gradient Transportation (TGT), a new
technique that leverages direct water cooling and phase change materials (PCMs) such
as paraffin wax to store energy and decrease the peak thermal load of a datacenter.
By storing thermal energy during the hours of peak utilization during the day, and
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releasing it during the off hours, we enable up to a 20% smaller–and thus more
affordable–cooling system or up to 25% more servers to be deployed without increasing
the size of the cooling system.
Compared to prior work in this area, TGT with paraffin wax offers a competitively
affordable and energy efficient alternative to chilled water and water ice tanks for ther-
mal energy storage. Against techniques that do use paraffin wax, TGT offers an up to
1.97x better reduction in peak cooling load over prior work. TGT also enables thermal
energy storage on new architectures and workloads such as GPU-accelerated servers
for machine learning and intelligent personal assistant (IPA) applications where prior




Datacenters have been rapidly growing in size, number, and complexity for over
a decade now with no signs of slowing down. Inside of these datacenters, the quest
for efficiency–both for ecological and cost saving reasons–has far reaching implica-
tions. After IT equipment, a datacenter’s cooling system is often one of the most
power hungry, expensive, and inefficient parts of the datacenter in no small part due
to the unbalanced and diurnal nature of user-facing workloads that make up most
datacenter’s traffic.
In this dissertation, we discussed and analyzed three new technqiues to reduce
the size of datacenter cooling systems to increase their utilization, reduce costs, and
(hopefully) encourage more energy efficient deployments. The first technique, Ther-
mal Time Shifting (TTS), temporarily decouples the cooling load of a datacenter
from work done. Using a phase change material (PCM), TTS allows a datacenter
to temporarily store thermal energy during periods of high utilization and release it
during periods of low utilization to better balance the cooling load.
With Virtual Melting Temperatures (VMT), we investigate a problem that arises
directly from TTS: mixed workloads with unbalanced power profiles. We propose
two algorithms to dynamically rebalance such workloads and effectively virtualize
the melting temperature of the PCM, storing energy even when the PCM would not
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normally melt.
Lastly, with Thermal Gradient Transportation (TGT), we leverage highly efficient
but expensive direct water cooling to bring the thermal energy out of the server to
PCM remotely. This enables not only more PCM, and thus more thermal energy
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